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ABSTRACT

The phenomenon of cavitation was studied on four axisymmetric

bodies whose boundary layers underwent a laminar separation and sub-

sequent turbulent reattachment. The non-cavitating flow was studied

by holography and the Schlieren flow visualization technique. Surface

distributions of the mean and the fluctuating pressures were also

measured. The conditions for cavitation inception and desinence were

determined and several holograms were recorded just prior to and at

the onset of cavitation. The population of microbubbles and the

nature of the subsequent development of visible cavitation was deter-

mined from the reconstructed image.

High rms and peak values of the fluctuating pressure were measured

(up to 90 percent of the dynamic head), the negative peaks being larger

than the positive ones except for the reattachment zone where large

positive peaks existed. The power spectra contained peaks thought to

originate within the large eddies of the mixing layer and in one case

there were also peaks due to the laminar boundary layer instability

waves.

Cavitation inception occurred in the turbulent shear layer down-

stream of the transition region. When the separation zone was large

the inception region was located within the most developed section of

the mixing layer but upstream of the reattachment zone. When the

separation region was small inception occurred close to the reattach-

ment zone but still detached from the body surface. A comparison

!.
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between the surface minimum pressure and the cavitation inception

indices also indicated that inception could not occur near the surface

of the bodies having a large separation region.

The appearance of visible cavities was preceded by the appearance

of a cluster of microbubbles only in the cavitation inception region.

The nuclei population in the other sections of the flow field remained

fairly uniform. This observation supports the assumption that cavita-

tion is initiated from microscopic free stream nuclei. The rate of

cavitation events was estimated from the nuclei population and from
9

the dimensions of the separation region. It was shown for one of the

bodies that at least one bubble larger than 10 micrometers radius was

exposed every second to a pressure peak which was sufficiently large
tto cause a cavitation event.

t.
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Chapter I - Figure Captions

1.1 Nuclei distribution from various sources, The data of the HSWT

t and Beers et al t1973) are superimposed on a graph presented by

Gates and Acosta (1978).

1.2 A schematic description of the L.T.W.T.

1.3 A schematic description of the holocamera.

1.4 A photograph of the holocamera.

1.5 A schematic description of the laser cooling system.

1.6 A schematic description of the conventional reconstruction system.

1.7 A schematic description of the schlieren reconstruction system.

1.8 A photograph of the schlieren reconstruction system.

A.
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Chapter II - Figure Captions

2.1 A schematic description of the blunt body with the pressure taps

on its surface.

2.2 A schematic description of the different headforms with the pres-

sure taps on their surface.

2.3 The pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the two

inch blunt body.

2.4 The separation zone minimum pressure coefficient on the two inch

blunt body.

2.5 The pressure distribution on the surface of the blunt body in

various cavitation indices and in the same velocity.

2.6 The pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the hemis-

pherical body.

2.7 The pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the step

body.

2.8 The pressure coefficient at x/D = 0.5 on the one-half inch blunt

body plotted against the Reynolds number.

2.9 A combined series of schlieren photographs displaying the entire

separation and reattachment zones on the surface of the two inches

blunt body.

2.10 A schematic illustration of the injection points, the jets and the

separation zone on the two inch blunt body that is shown in Figure

2.9.

2.11 Schlieren photographs of different sections of the flow field around
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the blunt body showing the injection points at: a) x/D = 0.1,

0.25 and 0.45; b) x/D = 0.45, 0.75 and 1.0; c) x/D = 1.0, 1.25

and 1.5; d) x/D = 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0; e) x/D = 2.0, 2.25 and 2.5.

2.12 A schlieren photograph of the injection points at x/D = 1.5,

1.75 and 2.0 when the upstream jets are closed.

2.13 A laser shadowgraph of the flow around the two inch blunt body

ReD = l.lxlO 5.

2.14 The height of the mixing layer boundary and the reattachment

length on the two inch blunt body.

2.15 Laser shadowgraphs of the flow around the blunt body in a very low

velocity; a) u. = 0.5 ft/sec; b) u., = 1.5 ft/sec.

2.16 A reconstructed hologram of the separation and transition regions

on a heated two inch blunt body; u. = 4.7 ft/sec.

2.17 Laser shadowgraphs of the flow around the one-half inch blunt

body. a) u. = 18.5 ft/sec; b) u. = 14.3 ft/sec.

2.18 A sketch of the shadowgraph that is displayed in Figure 2.17a.

2.19 The height of the mixing layer boundary and the reattachment

length on the one-half inch blunt body.

2.20 Two images of the same hologram displaying the separation zone

on the hemispherical body (u. = 11.2 ft/sec, ReD = 1.8xl0
5);

a) schlieren reconstruction; b) non-filtered image.

2.21 Two images of the same hologram displaying the separation zone

on the hemispherical body Lu, = 15.9 ft/sec, Re0 = 2,5xi0
5);

a) schlieren reconstruction; b) non-filtered image.
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2.22 Two images of the same hologram displaying the separation zone

on the hemispherical body (u.=23.1 ft/sec, Re D =3.7x10
5);

a) schlieren reconstruction; b) non-filtered image.

2.23 The location of separation and transition on the hemispberical

body.

2.24 The height of the separation bubble on the surface of the

hemispherical body.

2.25 Schlieren reconstructed holograms of the separation zone on

the surface of the step body in various velocities: al u = 8,6

ft/sec, Re = 1.4xl0 5 ; b) u, = 10.9 ft/sec, ReD = lTxlO 5 "

D

c) u. = 13.8 ft/sec, ReD = 2.2xloS; d) u. = 16.1 ft/sec,

ReD = 2.6xi0
5.

2.26 The location of separation and transition on the surface of

the step body.

2.27 The height of the separation zone upstream and downstream of the

step.

w_1
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I
Chapter III - Figure Captions

3.1 A schematic description of the system for pressure fluctuation

, meas urements.

3.2 Rms values of the fluctuating pressure on the surface of the

blunt body plotted against the Reynolds number.

3.3 Rms values of the fluctuating pressure on the surface of the blunt

body

3.4 Probability density and distribution histograms of pressure

fluctuations at x/D = 0.328, u = 18 ft/sec, ReD = 3.0xlO 5.

3.5 Probability density and distribution histograms of pressure

fluctuations at x/D = 0.578 and ReD = 3.0xlO 5 displaying the

effects of signal filtering. Sampling time is 12 seconds.

3.6 Probability density and distribution histograms of pressure

fluctuations at x/D = 1.078 and ReD = 2.85xi0 5 displaying the

effects of filtering when the sampling time is 102 seconds.

3.7 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body at x/D = 0.328.

3.8 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the

blunt body at x/D = 0.578.

3.9 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the

blunt body at x/D = 0.828.

3.10 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body at x/D = 1.08.

3.11 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body at x/D = 1,328.
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3.12 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body at x/D = 1.578.

3.13 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body at x/D = 1.828.

3.14 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body at x/D = 2.078.

3.15 Axial distribution of the pressure fluctuation peaks on the

surface of the blunt body. u, = 8.8 ft/sec, ReD = 1.4x10
5.

3.16 Axial distribution of the pressure fluctuation peaks on the

surface of the blunt body. u. = 14 ft/sec, ReD = 2.3xiO.

3.17 Axial distribution of the pressure fluctuation peaks on the

surface of the blunt body. u, = 18 ft/sec, ReD = 2.9xlO
5.

3.18 Axial distribution of the pressure fluctuation peaks on the

surface of the blunt body. u. = 21 ft/sec, ReD = 3.4x10
5.

3.19 Rms values of the fluctuating pressure on the surface of the

step body plotted against the axial location.

3.20 Rms values of the fluctuating pressure on the surface of the

step body plotted against the axial location.

3.21 Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the surface

of the step body. um = 8.6 ft/sec, Re0  1.4x10 5.

3.22 Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the surface

of the step body. u, = 11.4 ft/sec, ReD = 1.84x10
5.

3.23 Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the surface

of the step body. u. = 14.2 ft/sec, ReD = 2.29xlO
5.

,i
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3.24 Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the surface

of the step body. u. = 16.3 ft/sec, ReD = 2.63xl0
5 .

3.25 Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the surface

of the step body. u. = 17.9 ft/sec, ReD = 2.89x10
5.

3.26 Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the surface

of the step body. u. = 19.6 ft/sec, ReD = 3.17xlO
5.

3.27 Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the surface

of the step body. u. =21.2 ft/sec, ReD = 3.42xi0
5.

3.28 Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the surface

of the step body. u. = 22.5 ft/sec, ReD = 3.63xi0
5.

3.29 Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the surface

of the step body. The signal is filtered with a high pass

filter at 90 hz. u, = 17.9 ft/sec, ReD = 2.89x10
5.

3.30 Rms values of the fluctuating pressure on the surface of the

hemispherical body plotted against the Reynolds number.

3.31 Rms values of the fluctuating pressure on the surface of the

hemispherical body plotted against the axial location.

3.32 Rms values of the fluctuating pressure on the surface of the

hemispherical body plotted against the axial location.

3.33 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the

hemispherical body at x/D = 0.519.

3.34 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the hemis-

pherical body at x/D = 0.556.

3.35 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the

hemispherical body at x/D = 0,609.

I
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t 3.36 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of th~e hemis-

pherical body at x/D = 0.659,i3.37 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the hemis.

3.37 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the hemnis,.

pherical body at x/D = 0.681,

3.38 Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the hemis-

pherical body at x/D = 0.744.

3.39 Probability density and distribution histograms of pressure

fluctuations on the surface of the hemispherical body.

5x/D = 0.609, ReD = 3,75x10

3.40 Probability density and distribution histograms of pressure

fluctuations on the surface of the hemispherical body.

x/D = 0.609, ReD = 3,13x105,

3.41 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body. x/D = 0.453 u0 = 21.2 ft/sec, a) 0-500 Hz, b) 0-100 Hz.

3.42 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body. x/D = 1.203, u. = 21,3 ft/sec. a) 0-500 Hz, b) 0-100 Hz,

3.43 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body. x/D = 1.953, uO = 21,2 ft/sec. a) 0-500 Hz, b) 0-100 Hz.

3.44 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body. x/D = 0,453, u. = 14.1 ft/sec, ReD = 2,3x05,

3.45 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body. x/D = 1.203, u.;:14.1 ft/sec.

3.46 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt

body. x/D = 1,953, uj,14.1 ft/sec.

3.47 Frequency of the peaks in the spectra of pressure fluctuations

at x/D = 0.828 on the blunt body surface.

ILk
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3.48 Frequency of the peaks in the spectra of pressure fluctuations

at x/D = 1.078 on the blunt body surface.

3.49 Frequency of the peaks in the spectra of pressure fluctuations

at x/D = 1.328 on the blunt body surface.

3.50 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the step

body. x'/H = 1.25, ReD = 2.63xlO 5.

3.51 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the step

body. x'/H = 9.8, ReD = 3.54x10
5.

3.52 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the step

body. x'/H = 14.53, ReD = 3.63x10 5.

3.53 A comparison between the step body spectral peaks and the

estimated peak frequencies of turbulent fluctuations.

3.54 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the hemis-

pherical body. x/D = 0.556, u. = 12.6 ft/sec, ReD = 2.0xlO
5 .

3.55 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the hemis-

pherical body. x/D = 0.556, u. = 17.4 ft/sec, ReD = 2.8x10
5.

3.56 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the hemis-

pherical body. x/D = 0.609, u. = 12.0 ft/sec, ReD = 1.9x10
5.

3.57 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the hemis-

pherical body. x/D = 0.681, u. = 6 ft/sec, ReD = 9.6x10
4.

3.58 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the hemis-

pherical body. xID = 0.681, u0  = 12.7 ft/sec, ReD = 2.1xlO 5.

3.59 Spectrum of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the hemis-

pherical body. x/D = 0.681, u. = 21.3 ft/sec, ReD  3.4x10 5 .

3.60 Calculated values of the hemispherical body boundary layer para-

meters.$'
I IlI I IIII .
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3.61 Calculated amplification of the laminar boundary layer waves in

the separation point of the hemispherical body.

3.62 Frequency of the peaks in the spectra of pressure fluctuations

at x/D = 0.609 on the hemispherical body surface, Also

included are the calculated peaks of the boundary layer waves.

3.63 A comparison between the hemispherical body low frequency peaks

and the estimated peaks of turbulent fluctuations.

lis
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Chapter IV - Figure Captions

4.1 A photograph of an early stage of cavitation on the two inch

blunt body ReD = 3.6xi0 5 , a - 1.70.

4.2 A photograph of cavitation on the two inch blunt body.

ReD = 3.6x105, a = 1.60.

4.3 Holograms of the first microscopic signs of cavitation near the

surface of the two inch blunt body. ReD = 2.3xl05, a = 1.21.

The "large" sheared bubbles are located at a) x/D = 0.89,

y/D a 0.13; b) x/D = 0.96, y/D = 0.22.

4.4 A hologram that displays the population of bubbles below and

above the shear layer of the blunt body during cavitation in-

5ception. ReD = 2.3xi0 , a = 1.15. The hologram covers the

region between x/D = 0.23 and 0.45 and y/D = 0.11 and 0.27.

4.5 Maps of bubble population near the surface of the two inch blunt

body. a) ReD = 2.83x10 5, a = 3.55; b) ReD = 2,94x10 5 , a = 3.00;

c) ReD = 3.06xl0 5, a = 2.56.

4.6 The number density distribution function of bubbles that were

counted near the surface of the two inch blunt body. The counted

sections are defined by the dashed lines in Figure 4.5.

a) ReD - 2.85x10 5, a = 4.74; b) ReD = 2.83x10 5 , a = 3.55;

c) ReD - 2.83x10
5 , a = 2.99; d) ReD = 2.84x10 5 , a = 2.67;

e) ReD a Z.99xlO 5 , a = 3.05; f) ReD = 3.00xlO 5 , a = 3.04;

g) ReD - 2.94xlO 5 , a - 3.00; h) Re0 = 3.02xlO 5, a = 2.86;

1) Re0 a 2.99x10 5 , a = 2.76; J) ReD = 3.06x10 5, a = 2.56.

ii
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4.7 Cavitation inception indices on the two inch blunt body.

4.8 Cavitation desinence indices on the two inch blunt body.

4.9 A hologram of cavitation inception on the one-half inch blunt

body. u = 21.1 ft/sec, ReD = 8.42x104  a = 1.41

4.10 A hologram of cavitation inception on the one-half inch blunt

body. u = 21.1 ft/sec, ReD = 8.42xi04 o = 1.41.

4.11 Probability density histograms of the location of cavitation

inception on the one-half inch blunt body. a) axial location,

b) vertical location.

4.12 A description of the counted sample volumes near the surface of

the one-half inch blunt body.

4.13 The population of bubbles near the surface of the one-half inch

blunt body. u 21 ft/sec, Re0  8.4x0 5 ; a) a = 1.69;

b) a = 1.59; c) a = 1,58; d) a = 1.52; e) a = 1.51, f) a = 1.4b;

g) a = 1.46; n) a = 1.78; i) a = 1.52.

4.14 Cavitation inception indices on the one-half inch blunt body,

4.15 Cavitation desinence indices on the one-half inch blunt body.

4.16 Travelling bubble cavitation on the hemispherical body.

Re= 3.70x105, o 0.73.

4.17 Band type cavitation on the hemispherical body. ReD = 3.70x105,

a = 0.55.

4.18 A mixture of band and travelling bubble cavitation in a tunnel

5
filled with a large number of bubbles. ReD = 3,70xl.

a = 0.54.

S
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4.19 A hologram of cavitation inception on the hemispherical body.

Re0  3xO 5 , = 0.607. The hologram covers the region between

x/D = 0.53 and 0.67. (The flow is from left to right.)

4.20 A hologram of cavitation inception on the hemispherical body.

ReD = 3.77x105 , a = 0.630. The hologram covers the region

between x/D = 0.51 and 0.65.

4.21 A sheared free stream bubble above the separation zone of the

hemispherical body. ReD = 3,8x105 , a = 0.63. The width of the

screen is 6.9 mm and the bubble is located at x/D = 0.55.

4.22 A hologram of band type cavitation on a heated hemispherical body.

ReD = 3.3x10 5, a = 0.46. The width of the screen is 6.9 mm and

cavitation separation is at x/D = 0.42.

4.23 A hologram showing the laminar and cavitation separation points

on the hemispherical body. ReD = 3,54x10
5 , a = 0.494. The

width of the screen is 3.25 mm and cavitation separation is at

x/D = 0.43.

4.24 A hologram of travelling bubble cavitation on the hemispherical

body. Re0 = 3.8xl0 5, a = 0,63, the photograph covers the

region between x/D = 0.32 and x/D = 0.46.

4.25 A map of bubble population during cavitation inception on the

hemispherical body. ReD = 3xlO5 , a = 0.607.

4.26 The location of laminar separation point and the distance between

this point and the cavitation separation on the hemispherical

body.

a
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4.27 A description of the counted sample volumes near the surface

of the hemispherical body.

4.28 The population of bubbles near the surface of the hemispherical

body. a) ReD = 3.23x10 5 , a = 0.550; b) ReD = 3,22x10 5 ,

a = 0.608; c) ReD = 3.23x10 5, a = 0.611; d) ReD = 3,50x105 ,

a = 0.643; e) ReD = 319x105, a = 0.649; f) ReD = 3.19x10 5,

0.669; g) ReD = 331x105 a = 0.683; h) ReD = 3.76x10
5,

= 0.586.

4.29 Inception indices of travelling bubble cavitation on the hemis-

pherical body.

4.30 Inception indices of band type cavitation on the hemispherical

body.

4.31 Desinence indices of band type cavitation on the hemispherical

body.

4.32 Bubble ring cavitation on the step body. ReD = 3,60x10 5,

4.33 Formation of band type cavitation on the step body,
5

ReD=3.60x , 0 0.53.

4.34 Inception of cavitation on a non-heated step body.

5ReD= 2 .78 xlO , d= 1.07. a) a total view of the cavitating

zone; b) a close-up view of part of the region extending from

3.5 to 10.5 mm behind the step.

4.35 Inception of cavitation on a heated step body. ReD = 2.79xlO 5,

a 1.07.

I'II I 1 I II I i
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4.36 inception of cavitation on a heated step body. ReD = 2.78xl05,

a = 1.11. a) a total view of the cavitating zone; b) a close-

up view of the region behind the step.

4.37 The region near the separation point of the hologram shown

in Figure 4.36.

4.38 Inception of cavitation on a non-heated step body.

ReD = 3.62x10 5  a 1.20

4.39 Probability density histograms of the axial location of cavita-

tion inception on the step body; a) ReD = 2.77x0
5;

b) ReD=3.55xlO5

4.40 A map of bubble population during cavitation inception on the

step body. ReD = 2.78xl05, a = 1.11.
4.41 The population of bubbles near the surface of the step body

during cavitation inception; a) ReD = 2,8x105, a = 1.11;

b) Re. = 2.78x10 5 , a=l.ll; c) Re, = 2.78x10 5 , a = 1.07

4.42 Cavitation inception indices on the step body.

4.43 Cavitation desinence indices on the step body.

4.44 The population of bubbles In various conditions during the

present experiments. The data are taken from Figures 4,i3g,

4.131 and 4.28c.
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* LIST OF SYMBOLS

a acceleration

C the average pressure coefficient defined by (P-P )/(0.5 pu2)
p WC
CpsorC the average pressure coefficient inside the separation zone

PS

Cp the rms pressure fluctuations coefficient defined by

D body diameter

f frequency of fluctuations

fmax maximum range of pressure fluctuations spectrumU U

ff2 a calculated frequency defined by 0.56 00 ; 0.56

h the height of the separated bubble (separation stream line)

h' the height of the separated bubble upstream of the step

H the height of the step on the step body

L length of separation zone

Li the distance between separation and reattachment defined

by Xr-Xsep

L2 the distance between transition and reattachment defined

by Xr-Xtr

I the distance between two neighboring vortices in a shear layer

go the length of the pressure transducer calibrating tank

N(R) the number of density distribution functions of nuclei

n(R) the density of nuclei

P static pressure

Ps fluctuating pressure

rP rms values of pressure fluctuations
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Patm atmospheric pressure

P the tunnel free stream static pressure

P vapor pressure in room temperaturev

P the pressure in the core of the vortexc

Q(R) the flow rate of bubbles in the shear layer

Qc(R) the flow rate of bubbles that are exposed to pressure peaks

R bubble radius

R dR/dt

r the radius of the pressure transducer

rc  the radius of a vortex core uD

Re. body Reynolds number defined by -
ue

Ree momentum thickness Reynolds number defined by -  
*

Re6* displacement thickness Reynolds number defined by v

S distance along the surface of the body

St Strouhal number defined by fD/u or fL

T surface tension

tB  characteristic response time of a bubble

u local velocity

u free stream velocity

UAv average velocity

Au velocity difference across a shear layer

uc convection velocity

x axial distance from the stagnation point

x1 axial distance from the step

Xsep axial location of separation
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Xtr axial location of transition

xr axial location of reattachment

xi  axial location of cavitation inception

y a dimension normal to the body surface

6 boundary layer displacement thickness

6 shear layer slope thickness defined by "u/ 'maxW 3y max
e momentum thickness

es  momentum thickness at separation

p water density

W frequency in rad/sec

r circulation

A wavelength of eddies in the shear layer

a cavitation index defined by (P.-P )/(0.5 pu2)

Gi  cavitation inception index

ad  cavitation desinence index
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* I. INTRODUCTION

I.1 Background

1.1.1 Scale Effects in Cavitation

Vapor and gas cavities are formed in a liquid either when there is

sufficiently high temperature or when the pressure is reduced below a

critical value. The former process is usually described as boiling,

thermal effects being the main contributor, and the latter is defined as

cavitation and is controlled by inertial or dynamic phenomena. A com-

parison between these processes is made by Plesset (1949, 1956) and is

reviewed also by Knapp et al. (1970).

The present work focuses on cavitation whose physical appearance

can be either in the form of bubbles of various sizes and shapes, or in

the form of large vapor (and gas) cavities that are attached to the sur-

face of a body. Cavitation appears on ship propellers and on the

components of pumps, turbines, valves, and hydrofoils. It may become a

major design problem due to its effect on the performance of hydraulic

machinery and to its contribution to erosion and noise.

One of the major differences between the gas and the liquid phases

is the ability of the latter to withstand tensile forces. According to

Plesset (1969) a pure homogeneous liquid can sustain, theoretically, a

tension of thousands of atmospheres, but the most careful experiments

lead only to a few hundred atmospheres. The discrepancy is explained

by the postulation of imperfections or "weak spots" within the liquid

that become the sites for the onset or the inception of cavitation. The

nature and the origin of these nuclei is one of the major subjects in
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cavitation research and part of the existing literature enclosed with

this topic will be discussed in the following sections.

One of the major problems in fluid mechanics is to predict the

characteristics of a prototype from the results of tests on a model.

The common technique is to use similarity parameters thought to be

appropriate which, together with known scaling laws, assist in extrapo-

lating the model results to the full scale design. Insofar as cavita-

tion is concerned, the scaling laws are not fully understood, as has

been recently discussed by Acosta and Parkin (1975).

The basic parameter for cavitation experimentation is the cavita-

tion index (or number),a , defined as

P -P V
a 2pu

P, and u. being the characteristic pressure and velocity, respectively,

P the density, and Pv the vapor pressure of the bulk liquid. In the

present experiments P, and u=, are the conditions in the tunnel test sec-

tion measured far from the body. There are two critical values of a;

the first one, ai, is the cavitation inception index determined by

reducing the tunnel pressure keeping the velocity constant until the

first signs of cavitation appear. The second critical value is the

desinent cavitation index, ad, that is determined by increasing the pres-

sure from an established cavitating condition until the last signs of

cavitation just disappear. These parameters are not necessarily equal,

a discrepancy that is usually described as cavitation hysteresis. If

L
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a were the only significant parameter to use in such testing, we

should not have any difficulty in predicting the prototype behavior

from a model behavior. This is not the case, however, for most appli-

cations of fluid mechanics that involve cavitation, as will be shown

by the following examples. Parkin and Holl (1953) and Kermeen (1952)

report that the cavitation inception index for hemispherical headfcrm

bodies depends on the body diameter and on the free stream velocity,

and not necessarily on the Reynolds number. Kermeen and Parkin (1957)

later found a strong Reynolds number effect on the inception index for

the separated flow behind sharp edge disks. The most famous example is

the comparative test program on a similar body of revolution organized

by the International Towing Tank committee (ITTC) in various test faci-

lities (see Lindgren and Johnsson (1966) and Johnsson (1969)). The

findings showed a poor agreement both in the physical appearance of

cavitation and in the measured values of a.. It was suggested that

the discrepancy was due to the different environment (the amount and

the type of cavitation nuclei in the free stream) and to the existence

of a laminar separated bubble on the body at low test velocities. This

dependence of ai on additional parameters (scale effects) became the

major problem in cavitation research (see Arndt (1981)). The contri-

buting factors can be divided into two categories: the first includes

the effects of the flow field (velocity, pressure distribution, body

size and shape, turbulent phenomena, etc.), and the second includes the

parameters that affect the susceptibility of water to cavitation such

as the amount, type, and size of cavitation nuclei.

*1
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1.1.2 Cavitation Nuclei

The weak spots or the cavitation nuclei that are essential to the

onset of cavitation can originate either from the free stream or the

surface of a body. The presence of the surface nuclei may be due to the

material itself and the finish of the body surface. Holl and Treaster

(1966), Holl (1968), Reed (1969), Gupta (1969), and Van der Meulen

(1972a,b) have all studied this aspect of nuclei. These investigators

tested stainless steel bodies with different surface finishes, Teflon,

nylon, and glass bodies, and found significant differences between their

inception indices and the appearance of cavitation. Acosta and

Hamaguchi (1967) found that a thin silicon oil coating (this oil dis-

solves a large amount of air) on a body surface altered the inception

indices first by increasing them when the layer was fresh and then by

decreasing them (beyond the pure water results) after the coated body

was submerged for a long time. Peterson (1968) measured the cavitation

inception indices for the very same body, first after exposing it to

air and then by taking measures to remove the gas pockets from the sur-

face. He found significant differences between the results, 0.78 for

the former and 0.63 for the latter.

The effects of the surface quality and material and the signifi-

cance of the pressure time history experienced by the body led some

investigators (see Holl (1969))to suggest that cavitation is initiated

from air pockets that were trapped in microscopic cracks and crevices

that exist on the surface.

The second and most commnonly suggested source of cavitation nuclei

is the free stream itself. These nuclei are thought to be vapor or
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gas bubbles, or solid particles that contain gas pockets. The mathe-

matical behavior of a spherical bubble that contains vapor and a noncon-

densable gas is described by the Rayleigh-Plesset equation (see Plesset

and Prosperetti (1977)) from which the conditions for equilibrium and

instability can be developed (the latter will be discussed in Chapter

4). Epstein and Plesset (1950) showed that gas bubbles will disappear

by mass diffusion in an undersaturated liquid, and this conclusion led

several investigators to propose various explanations for the presumed

existence of gas bubbles or nuclei in liquids. Some of these are dis-

cussed by Plesset (1969), but Harvey et al. (1944, 1947) appear to pro-

vide the most tenable suggestion, namely, that gas is contained within

cracks on the surface of microscopic solid particles. This physical

mechanism has attracted much attention (see, for example, Keller (1972,

1973)) but a direct observation has not yet been possible.

The importance of these nuclei as a source of nucleation has led

to the development of several detection or observation techniques.

These include the microscopic observations of water samples, the "Coul-

ter counter," "single particle light scattering," the "acoustic" tech-

niques for detection of gas bubbles, holography with microscopic obser-

vation of the reconstructed image, and finally, the liquid quality meter

(Oldenziel (1979)). These different detection techniques are discussed

by Godefroy et al. (1981), Gates (1977), and Morgan (1972).

Several investigators made an attempt to combine their measured

data with a theory that explains the rate of cavitation events (bubble

cavitation) near the surface of a streamlined body. Ripken and Killen

II I l Il l I
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(1962, 1964) and Schiebe (1969) applied an acoustic method to measure

the undissolved gas content in test water and thereby obtained an esti-

mate of the concentration of microbubbles. For other reasons the pre-

dicted rate of cavitation events compared poorly with measured data.

Keller (1972, 1973) determined the nuclei population by using a single

particle light scattering device (the sample volume was illuminated by a

He-Ne laser). This technique could not distinguish between solid par-

ticles and bubbles, but Keller came to the conclusion that most of the

detected nuclei were solid by comparing his results for various types

of prepared test water (filtering and degassing). He then pursued the

Harvey nucleus model to show that this concept would explain a part of

his experimental findings.

Only a few investigators have applied holography to cavitation

nuclei detection, namely, Peterson et al. (1975), Feldberg and Shlemen-

son (1973), Gates and Acosta (1978), and Billet and Gates (1979). This

method, however, has been extensively used in aerosol measurements

(Thompson et al. (1967)) and even for identification of plankton(Beersetal.

(1973)). The holographic technique is widely used in the present study

and the system used for this purpose will be described later.

Gates and Acosta (1978) have recently summarized the nuclei num-

ber density distributions from a variety of sources and their results

are presented in Figure 1.1. These distributions include acoustically

determined population of bubbles in the ocean (Medwin (1977)), and

photographic observations of plankton by Beers et al. (1973). Note the

several orders of magnitude difference in the populations shown; it

"I
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I would seem plain that this difference could create significant "scal-

ing" errors while applying laboratory results to field cavitation

phenomena. Also note that the nuclei in the Caltech HSWT are found to

be mostly solid particles, while the Caltech LTWT contains mainly free

stream bubbles. This difference may explain why it is easier to cavi-

tate the same body in the LTWT (provided that the flow is nonseparat-

ing) while the liquid in the HSWT can support a certain tension (Gates

and Acosta (1978)).

1.1.3 Cavitation Inception-Physical Models

There have been several attempts to develop a detailed theory

that will explain the occurrence of cavitation near the surface of a

streamlined body. One of the earliest models was that of Parkin (1952)

who used the Rayleigh-Plesset equation and the known pressure field

around a test body to determine the behavior of air and vapor nuclei

that were stabilized on small solid particles in the liquid. Later

Parkin and Kermeen (1953) carried out a series of experiments on a

hemispherical headform body. They came to the conclusion that cavitation

is sustained by small bubbles that grow at a fixed point in the body

boundary layer until they are large enough to be entrained by the flow,

travel downstream, and appear as macroscopic cavitation.

Parkin's theory was extended by Holl and Kornhauser (1969) to

include the effects of initial conditions, stream and surface nuclei,

thermodynamic effects of bubble growth, and the existence of a boundary

layer. Van der Walle (1962) was motivated by Parkin and Kermeen's ob-

servations to describe the conditions for the stabilization of bubbles
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in the boundary layer under the action of the body pressure gradient,

adhesion forces to the surface, and viscous drag. Oshima (1961) made

an attempt to develop scaling laws with the help of assumed similarity

laws and by claiming that cavitation inception took place when the

bubble diameter grew to one-half the size of the boundary layer dis-

placement thickness. These theories were based on Parkin and Kermeen's

(1953) interpretation of their own experiments on the hemispherical

body, and as will be discussed later, they ignored the most important

phenomenon, namely, the existence of a laminar separation bubble on

this body. A theory in which viscous effects were neglected was devel-

oped by Johnson and Hsieh (1966). They calculated the trajectories and

the stability of bubbles near the minimum pressure region on a body

surface from which they developed the conditions for cavitation incep-

tion. This theory was used by Schiebe (1969), whose work was mentioned

earlier, while trying to estimate the rate of cavitation events with

the acoustically-measured bubble population. Schiebe's results showed

only qualitative agreement with experimentally measured values.

Keller's (1972, 1973) model that was also mentioned earlier is based or

the potential pressure field. He attributed the disagreement between

his theory and the experimental results to viscous effects inside the

pore of Harvey's solid nucleus.

The effect of diffusion of dissolved gas into a bubble during its

motion in the supersaturated sections of the flow field (where the

pressure is low) is neglected in the above theories. According to Holl

(1969), however, cavitation can also occur due to gas diffusion (a

a
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process defined as gaseous cavitation) but the rate of such bubble growth
9

is on the order of seconds (see Epstein and Plesset (1950)) unlike the

dynamic bubble growth (vaporous cavitation) that occurs in milliseconds

(see Knapp et al. (1970)). Oldenziel (1979) subsequently made additional

calculations of gas diffusion during vaporous cavitation growth and

showed that a significant amount of gas is actually released into the

bubble and thus his results suggest that these processes, that is, the

gaseous and the vaporous cavitation, cannot be totally separated.

All the above theories deal with the behavior of a nucleus near

the surface of a streamlined body exposed to the pressure field there.

These models do not bring into full consideration several real-fluid

flow phenomena such as the laminar boundary layer separation and the

subsequent development of an unstable shear layer and turbulent reat-

tachmcnt. These phenomena are known to take place on many surfaces of

interest.

1.1.4 Viscous Effects on Cavitation Inception

It was not until recently that the effect of viscous phenomena on

cavitation was demonstrated by Arakeri and Acosta (1973, 1974, 1976) and

Arakeri (1973) who applied the schlieren technique to observe the

flow and the inception of cavitation on submerged axisymmetric bodies.

They found that the laminar boundary layer on the surface of the hemi-

spherical nose body separated, and that cavitation inception occurred in

the turbulent reattachment zone. Some small cavitating bubbles were

observed to be carried upstream by the reverse flow inside the separa-

tion zone until they reached the separation point where they were swept

II II I I .. .
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away by the main external flow. Other bubbles were observed to grow at

a fixed point inside the separation zone until they were large enough

to be carried downstream. This form of cavitation disappeared when the

pressure was lowered slightly to be replaced by a clear attached "band"

type cavity. This sequence of events is also demonstrated by Gates

(1977) with a series of schlieren photographs and by Van der Meulen

(1976) with a series of reconstructed holograms.

Arakeri and Acosta (1976) proceeded with their experiments and re-

moved the separation bubble either by tripping the boundary layer in

order to enforce early transition, or by increasing the free stream

velocity. They found that as the laminar separated zone disappeared

the clear band type cavity became unstable, patchy, and intermittent

until no form of attached cavity could be maintained on several

test bodies. These observations demonstrate clearly that for those

bodies that possess a separated bubble, cavitation phenomena are closely

related to the characteristics of this separation zone. Arakeri et al.

(1978) demonstrated this relation also on a 1/8 caliber ogive body. They

showed that a sudden change in the dimensions of the separation zone

(when the separated bubble bursts) causes also a large change in the

cavitation inception index.

These results led Arakeri and Acosta (1979) to classify the axi-

symmetric bodies according to their viscous flow characteristics and

their cavitation inception scaling trends. The first group includes

the bodies that possess a large separation bubble where the free shear

layer can develop without being disturbed by the body surface and con-

tains a large eddy structure. An example of a body belonging to this
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group is the sharp edge disk tested by Kermeen and Parkin (1957). They

observed that the first cavities appear within the shear layer, and

further suggested that cavitation inception occurs in the core of the

vortices in the mixing zone. This group is characterized by a strong

dependence of the inception index on the Reynolds number.

The second group includes the bodies with a smaller separated

zone where the neighboring surface affects the development of the mix-

ing layer. Cavitation inception occurs near the reattachment zone

due to the large pressure fluctuations there. This last statement is

supported by Arakeri (1975a) and by Huang (1979) who measured the fluc-

tuating pressure on the surface of the hemispherical nose body and

found pressure peaks of 25 and 45 percent of the dynamic head, respec-

tively. The cavitation inception index shows a weak dependence on the

Reynolds number and its value is close to the absolute value of the

pressure coefficient in the separated zone.

The third group includes the bodies with a very small separated

bubble such as the ITTC headform (Arakeri (1973)) and is characterized

by a cavitation index that is independent of the Reynolds number, and his

upper bound is the absolute value of the pressure coefficient in the

separation zone. The fourth group includes those cases where the

laminar boundary layer undergoes natural transition to turbulence with-

out separation. This group is characterized by a relatively low

cavitation inception index whose upper bound is the minimum pressure

coefficient on the body,and the cavities usually appear either as

traveling bubbles or in attached patches downstream of the minimum

pressure point. Some typical examples are the Schiebe body (Van der

a~
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Meulen (1976)) and a series of headformis that were tested by Huang

(1979).

Being motivated by his suspicion that the height of the separated

zone plays a dominant role in cavitation phenomena, Arakeri (1979)

proceeded by artificially changing this height by means of a small

downstream-facing step at the tangency point of the hemispherical body.

His results show that the dependence of the inception index on the step

height (remarkably large changes in a) is limited to small steps

(H/D < 0.01) beyond which the cavitation number reaches an asymptotic

value that depends only on the Reynolds number. Another example of the

effect of the dimensions of the separation zone is that of Van der

Meulen (1980) on two hydrofoils at various angles of attack. His holo-

graphic study of the flow displays the transition from a small separated

zone at small angles of attack (similar to the second group in Arakeri

and Acosta's (1979) classification) to the large scale eddies in the

shear layer at large angles (similar to the first group). As a result,

the cavitation inception'indices display a growing dependence on the

Reynolds number, and the physical appearance of the cavities changes

from traveling bubbles to band type and then to the intermittent shear

layer cavities as the dimensions of the separation zone are increased.

1.1.5 Remarks

The preceding short introduction forms the background to the

present work whose scope will be described in the following section.

More extensive, older material can be found in the book by Knapp et al.

(1970), bubble dynamics is reviewed by Plesset and Prosperetti (1977),
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a recent state of the art review on cavitation is provided by Arndt

(1981) and two earlier reviews by Acosta and Parkin (1975, 1980).

1.1.6 Scope of the Present Work

The present work focuses on cavitation in separated flows, that

is, those cavitation phenomena that occur near the surface of a body

whose boundary layer undergoes laminar separation followed by transi-

tion in the shear layer and turbulent reattachment.

The first step will be to study the flow around the test bodies

selected. This will be accomplished with holography and schlieren

photography that will help in visualizing the flow patterns under fully

wetted and cavitation inception conditions. Then the average pressure

coefficients and the surface pressure fluctuations will be carefully

measured (including the rms, peak values, and spectral distributions).

The results will assist us in relating the location and the physical

appearance of cavitation to flow phenomena such as the location and

the dimensions of the separated bubble, the position of transition and

reattachment, the eddy structure in the shear layer, and the location

of high pressure fluctuations. The pressure field may also help ex-

plain the relatively high cavitation inception indices that character-

ize these separated flows.

The second step or interest is to identify the type, the location

and the role of the nuclei in the cavitation process. The population

of these nuclei will be studied in the neighborhood and inside the

separation zone with the help of holography that enables us to record

details down to 10 micrometers in diameter. An attempt will be made to

I
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follow the development of cavitation from the micro to the macro (visi-

ble) scale in order to provide direct evidence that the detected nuclei

are the source of the larqe cavities. Some of the major parameters

that affect the nuclei population will also be studied, in particular

the effect of the pressure-time history of the water in the test

facility and various experimental procedures.

The discussion that follows the presentation of the results

includes an attempt to estimate the rate of cavitation events around

the present bodies by combining some of the major contributing factors.

These factors include the nuclei population and size distribution, the

negative pressure fluctuation peaks, their probability of occurrence,

their frequency, and the location and dimensions of the observed cavi-

tation inception region.

1.2 Experimental Equipment

The following section contains a description of the water tunnel,

the test bodies, and the holographic system. The rest of the experi-

mental equipment and test procedures that apply only to a certain

experiment will be described in each chapter separately.

1.2.1 Water Tunnel

All the experiments were carried out in the Low Turbulence Water

Tunnel (LTWT) whose schematic description is displayed in Figure 1.2.

This facility is described in detail by Gates (1977) and only some of

its main features are presented here.

The rectangular test section is 8.33 feet long and its cross

section expands from 12 by 12 inches at the entrance to 14 inches high

IA i a . .. iT ..
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and 12 inches wide at the exit. The square settling (stagnation) chamber

has a cross section of 48 by 48 inches, resulting in a contraction ratio

of 16:1. This chamber is equipped with two honeycombs and three damping

screens that contribute in reducing the test section turbulence level to

about 0.04 percent.

The water in the tunnel is pumped by a mixed-flow type pump that

is driven by a 30 HP d.c. electric motor through a belt drive. The result-

ing maximum velocity in the test section is fairly low ,about 24 ft/sec.

The pressure is controlled with a Nash 5 HP vacuum pump that is con-

nected to a tank located above the settling chamber and a bypass valve to

the atmosphere that is connected to the vacuum line.

1.2.2 Test Bodies

Four stainless steel axisymmetric bodies were tested in the present

experiments. The first two bodies had a flat blunt nose but a different

size. The first one was two inches in diameter and the seconi was one-half

inch in diameter. The other two bodies had a hemispherical headform, both

two inches in diameter, the first with a smooth tangency, and the second

with a one-millimeter downstream facing step at the tangency point. (This

last model will be referred to as the step body.) The bodies were mounted

on a two-blade sting support and were 13 inches long and thus thenosewas

located 6.5 diameters upstream of the sting.

Each headform was built several times for the different experiments.

The first body had a series of pressure taps on its surface as described

in Figures 2.1 and 2.2; the second body was designed for the pressure

4
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fluctuation measurements (see Chapter 3) and the third one had a smooth,

polished surface for the cavitation tests. A detailed description of each

of these headforms is provided in the following chapters.

1.2.3 The Nuclei Counter -The Holography System

Holography is the only existing technique that allows direct observa-

tions of microparticles and bubbles in a moving l4quid, and thus to know

their exact shape and size. In this method, a three-dimensional image of

a sample volume is reconstructed and all the observations are made in this

image. The measurements can be made in any part of the sample volume and

in almost any desired magnification.

A common photographic record contains information about the intensity

of the light scattered from a certain object. The hologram, however, con-

tains also information about the phase difference between the radiation

from the object and a reference wave. This information is stored on a film

in the form of an interference pattern, and a proper technique can be used

to relocate any object to its original position in space.

Recording and Reconstruction. The hologram is recorded in the exper-

imental facility. A desired sample volume is illuminated by a beam of

collimated, coherent, and semimonochromatic light. The light diffracted

from any object in this volume interferes with another coherent reference

beam, and the resulting pattern is recorded on film. The technique used in

the present study is the lensless Fraunhofer holography that is limited to

holograms recorded in the "far field" of small objects. Instead of using

two beams, a subject wave and a reference wave, only one light source is

used for both purposes. The undisturbed part of the illuminating beam
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becomes the reference wave that interferes with the light diffracted from

the objects. The resulting pattern is recorded on a high resolution film

that is located on the other side of the sample volume.

The developed holographic record is illuminated by another colli-

mated coherent light source. While passing through the hologram whose

transmittance is proportional to the recorded interference pattern, the

reconstruction light is diffracted to createa three-dimensional image of

the original volume. Actually, two images are created, a real and a

virtual one. They are formed symmetrically on both sides of the hologram

plane and have the same axis. The far field requirement in Fraunhofer

holography insures that the virtual image will produce only a weak and

almost uniform background illumination in the real image plane. A detailed

analysis of this technique is described in chapters two and eight of

Collier et al (1971).

The recording light source in the present system is a pulsed ruby

laser. The use of such a laser is essential while recording a hologram of

a moving object due to the high intensity required for a very short ex-

posure time. The reconstruction light source is a five mw CW He-Ne laser.

The difference between the wavelength of the lasers, 0.6943 pm of the ruby

and 0.6328 Um of the He-Ne laser does not change the dimensions in the

plane normal to the illumination axis but does affect the axial dimension.

1.2.4 The Holocamera

A schematic description of the holocamera is presented in Figure 1.3

and a photograph of the system in Figure 1.4. As shown, the setup consists

of a pulsed laser generator, collimating and beam expanding components, a
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t recording film, and an alignment system.

Laser Cavity. A three-inch long, quarter-inch diameter cylindrical

ruby rod is "excited" by a helical xenon flashlamp. The ruby is located

in a 22-inch long optical cavity created by two flat mirrors. The back

mirror is a 100 percent reflecting dielectric surface, and the front one

is a sapphire etalon ( -60 percent reflectivity). The front mirror also

plays a role in longitudinal mode control of the laser. Two iris apertures

located inside the cavity keep the light beam sufficiently narrow to avoid

generation of multiple transverse modes.

The ruby rod and the flashlamp are located inside a sealed box whose

interior is filled with filtered and deionized cooling water. The flash-

lamp is covered with a highly reflecting cylindrical surface made of

aluminum sheeting. This reflector insures that most of the flashlamp's

light will be directed toward the center where the ruby is located.

When the laser is triggered, approximately 1000 joules that are

stored in loaded capacitors discharge through the flashlamp. The flash is

initiated by a high voltage pulse generated from a different capacitor and

magnified by a series injection trigger transformer. This high voltage,

more than 20,000 volts, is needed for ionizing the xenon in the flashlamp,

and thus activate the discharge of the main power whose voltage is only

3500 volts. The duration of the flash is more than one millisecond.

"Q Switching." The amount of energy that is supplied to the system

and the duration of the flash are sufficient for generating several laser

pulses. In order to control the number of these pulses, the laser has to

be "Q switched". A KD*P cylindrical ring electrode Pockel's cell and a

I.
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calcite glan laser polarizer are used for this purpose. The switching

tystem is located inside the cavity between the ruby and the front mirror.

The KD*P crystal introduces a retardation between the two mutually

orthogonal components of the input field that is proportional to the voltage

applied to it. In the present system the Pockels cell is loaded withl.8KV,

a potential that is sufficient to cause a retardation of a quarter wave-

length. After being emitted from the ruby the light is polarized by the

glan polarizer and enters the crystal. While passing through the Pockels

cell, a retardation of quarter wavelength is introduced and after reflection

from the back mirror the light is retarded again by the same amount. As a

result, the plane of polarization is rotated by 900, and this light will

be deflected by the glan polarizer. This Q switch prevents the oscil-

lations of light in the cavity and the system cannot lase.

In a prescribed time the voltage on the Pockel's cell is dropped to

zero for a very short duration. Since the crystal does not alter the

polarization in this period, the light can oscillate in the cavity. This

light and the continuously added energy from the flashlamp bring the ruby

to a critically excited state that results in the emission of a large laser

pulse. The duration of this pulse is between 20 and 50 nanoseconds. If

the cavity is switched more than once, two (or more) laser pulses will be

emitted, thus the sytem can be applied for interferometry.

The control and power supply unit of the Pockel's cell is connected

to the main power source. The time delay between the flashlamp triggering

and the switching can be adjusted in order to activate the laser in an

optimum period during the flash.

- j i
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Cooling. Efficient cooling of the laser head is required due to the

sensitivity of the ruby and the flashlamp to small temperature changes.

The cooling water is injected from six orifices that are located between

the rod and the flashlamp at the rate of one gpm. As illustrated in

Figure 1.5, the cooling system consists of a five-gallon storage tank, a

pump, two filters (for 5.0 and 0.22 micron particles) and a deionizer. A

conductivity meter located before the entrance to the laser head indi-

cates the quality of the water before use. To prevent any scale deposit

on the ruby rod and the flashlamp, the water is recirculated through the

deionizer several times, bypassing the laser to provide a resistivity

of at least 18 M cm (much less than 0.1 ppm of any contamination). The

deionizer also cleans the water continuously during the operation.

Brass coils in which tap water flows are located inside the storage tank.

This heat exchanger removes the heat from the cooling water.

The electronic power supply and control system were built by Shapiro

Scientific Instruments. The mechanical components, the mounts, and the

laser head assembly were designed and manufactured at Caltech.

Recording a Hologram. The laser output is split just after exiting

from the cavity, and four percent of the light is directed toward a PIN

diode whose output is observed on an oscilloscope screen. The rest of the

beam is expanded by a microscope objective, spatially filtered by a ten-

micron pinhole, and collimated by a 2.5-inch diameter lens. This beam

illuminates the sample volume and the resulting image is recorded on a

70 mm wide Agfa Bevaert lOE75 photoqraphic film. The resolution of this

film is 2800 lines/mm and its optimum sensitivity is 1-3 microjoules/cm
2
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* Since the intensity of the laser is much higher, the cavity output is at-

tenuated by a neutral density filter.

Alignment. The alignment system consists of an autocollimator and

a 0.5 milliwatt CW He-Ne laser. The autocollimator assists in aligning

the laser cavity components which are mounted on carriers that can be

carefully adjusted. The He-Ne laser helps in bringing all the components

to a common axis and in positioning the pinhole in the focal plane of the

objective.

1.2.5 Reconstruction System

After developing the film, the hologram is mounted on the reconstruc-

tion system. The light source is a 5 milliwatt CW He-Ne laser whose output

is expanded by an objective, spatially filtered by a pinhole, and col-

limated by a lens. The resulting beam illuminates the hologram, and the

diffraction pattern caused by the film transmittance creates a three-

dimensional image of the original volume. A magnifying system, positioned

inside the image field, focuses any desired cross section on a TV vidicon

and the image can be seen on the screen of a monitor. The hologram is

mounted on an x-y-z vernier carriage so that any point in the reconstruc-

tion field can be focused on the vidicon.

The magnifying and focusing lenses consist of either a microscope

objective as described in Figure 1.6, or a lens and a knife edge as

sketched in Figure 1.7 and shown in a photograph in Figure 1.8. The

microscope objective is used when a large magnification is needed for

nuclei counting, and the lens and knife edge are used for a smaller magni-

fication and for schlieren reconstruction. This last technique combines

I. I"IIi I
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the principles of holography with the schlieren effect. Instead of simply

magnifying the image it is first focused to a point by the lens on the

knife edge located in the focal plane. Most of the backward illuminating

light source is thereby cut off and only the diffracted light can propagate

downstream. The resulting schlieren effect is recorded by the vidicon and

displayed on the TV screen. This modification in the reconstruction proce-

dure eliminates most of the background noise and a major part of the laser

speckle. A few examples of the difference between the "filtered" and "non-

filtered" reconstructed image are displayed in Figures 2.20 to 2.22.

The main advantage of this technique over the conventional

schlieren system comes from the coherent recording light source that makes

the diffraction pattern a first-order phenomenon unlike the common schlieren

photograph recorded with a white light source. This difference allows one

to record a hologram in the usual manner and to adjust the position of the

knife edge only while reconstructing the image. As a result one can concen-

trate on any part or characteristic of the flow-field without losing the

rest of the information.

Calibration. The magnification of the reconstruction system was

determined by observing the image of a microscope reticule that was posi-

tioned in the reconstruction system. A few holograms of a sample volume

that contained particles of known sizes. 10, 19, and 50 micrometers veri-

fied the results of the theoretical analysis, (see Collier et al. (1971),

chapter two) that the same magnification applied also to the original volume.

The details of the calibration process and some examples of the particle

images are provided by Katz (1979).
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Most of the nuclei were counted with a magnification of 220. The

flow visualization and cavitation observations were made with different

magnifications and a proper scale is provided in each illustration.

The present description is brief and incomplete. A detailed de-

scription and design instructions of solid state lasers are provided by

Koechner (1976) and the theoretical background in holography is explained

by Collier et al. (1971) and by Born and Wolf (1975). Similar nuclei

counters are also described by Thompson and Ward (1966), Thompson et al.

(1967), Parrent and Thompson (1964), Feldberg and Shlemenson (1973),

Peterson et al. (1975), and Gates (1977).

4F
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Fig. 1.7. A schematic description of the schlieren reconstruction
i system.
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Fig. 1.8. A photograph of the schlieren reconstruction system.
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9 II. A STUDY OF THE NONCAVITATING FLOW AROUND THE TEST BODIES

Introduction

As noted before, the focus of the present study is on the cavitation

phenomena associated with axisymmetric bodies whose boundary layers undergo

laminar separation and turbulent reattachment. The first step will be to

study some of the characteristics of the flow around the test bodies, es-

pecially those that are associated with their separated zone. This chapter

is divided into three sections. The first will present the pressure dis-

tribution measurements, and the second will describe the observations of

the flow inside and around the separated regions by using several flow visu-

alization techniques. The third section is a short discussion wherein some

of the results that are of special interest will be emphasized, and needed

information from other sources will be presented. These results will pro-

vide part of the background that will be needed later during the description

of the cavitation experiments.

11.1 Average Pressure Measurements

The average or mean pressure field provides basic reference for the

understanding of the viscous flow on surfaces and the local pressures which

contribute to the onset of cavitation. The section to follow describes the

measurements of the average pressure distribution along the bodies of in-

terest in the present work. First, the experimental set-up will be

described and then the results will be presented and discussed.

II.1.1 Apparatus and Procedure

The pressure was measured at twelve different points along the

" II I li III II i | I
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surface of the two-inch bodies by drilling small pressure taps 0.032 inches

in diameter at selected locations. The position of these taps is shown in

Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The first figure shows the measuring points on the

surface of the blunt nose. As one can see from Figure 2.1, it is possible

to replace the forebody with any of the three forms shown in Figure 2.2.

The hemispherical and step noses have six pressure taps. The first five

are located at 0, 30, 45, 60, and 75 degrees, and the sixth tap is located

just downstream of the tangent point on the surface of the hemisphere and

behind the step on the step nose. Each pressure tap was connected by a

flexible polyethylene tube to a valve mounted on a central panel. The

valves led to a manifold connected to a Statham pressure transducer. The

control panel also had a bleed system essential for removal of air and

vapor bubbles. The same transducer was used for measuring the pressure at

the entrance of the water tunnel test section, and a mercury manometer was

used for measuring the velocity at the same point. The transducer was

calibrated during the experiments by comparing its output to the reading on

another mercury manometer While measuring the water tunnel pressure.

The experiments were carried out for various free stream velocities

and pressures. By opening each of the valves on the control panel, one at

a time, the transducer was exposed to a different pressure tap. A series

of at least ten measurements was recorded and averaged when the transducer

output fluctuated.

The tunnel pressure and velocity were recorded before and after each

series of measurements along the surface of the body, and the experiment

was repeated when the results changed by more than one percent. Since the
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water tunnel has a diverging test section (its height is 12 inches at the
9

entrance and 13 inches where the body is mounted); the "free stream" condi-

tions that were measured at the entrance had to be corrected, taking into

account also the developing boundary layer along the walls. The proper cor-

rection factors were measured by Gates (1977) in the same water tunnel. By

applying his factors to the present experiments the resulting calculated

pressure coefficient at the stagnation point was always equal to unity.

Hence, Gates's correction factors proved to be satisfactory. The cross sec-

tion of the body was only about two percent of the test section area, so

blockage effects were not taken into account.

II.1.2 Results

Figure 2.3 displays the static pressure coefficient distribution along

the surface of the blunt nose. As one can see, the pressure reaches a

minimum at x/D = 0.75 and recovers back to free steam values at x/D = 1.75.

From Figure 2.4 it is evident that the minimum pressure coefficient shows

some dependence on Reynolds number, its value being around -0.6. The

present results match the distribution obtained by Ota (1975) who, in

addition to conducting his own measurements, provides a collection of other

results of pressure measurements along the surfaces of bodies with sharp

edges (such as blunt noses and sharp-edged disks). Keller and Prasad

(1978) obtained a pressure distribution that reached a minimum of -0.9 in

certain conditions, a result that contradicts both the present measurements

and the various sources mentioned by Ota. The free stream pressure did not

affect the results as long as it was kept high enough to prevent cavitation.

But when the body started cavitating, significant changes occurred in the
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* pressure distribution and an example of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 2.5.

The biggest changes occurred when the cavitation number was between 1.7

and 1.9; as the free stream pressure was lowered beyond these values the

results converged toward that for a noncavitatinq body. This effect of the

cavitation index is especially clear atx/D=l.0, 1.25 and 1.5. The same phenomenon

occurred in all the measurements and only a single example of this effect is shown.

The pressure distribution along the surface of the hemispherical

nose is presented in Figure 2.6. The minimum pressure obtained at S/D= 0.65

(75 degrees) is around -0.7 and shows very little dependence on velocity.

Just downstream of the tangent point, at S/D = 0.82, the pressure coeffi-

cient is around -0.56. These results agree fairly well with those of

Kermeen (1952) and are slightly higher than those of Holl and Carroll (1979)

who measured -0.78 at the minimum pressure region and -0.6 just downstream

of the tangent point. This pressure distribution will be used later to

estimate the dimensions of the boundary layer along the hemispherical nose

body and to predict the point of laminar separation.

Figure 2.7 displays the pressure distribution along the surface of

the step nose. As one can see, there is some difference between the hemi-

spherical and the step nose results. Upstream of the minimum pressure point

the hemispherical nose results are slightly lower but the lowest pressure

coefficient on the surface of the step nose is around -0.76. Behind the

step the values vary from -0.59 to -0.65.

Unlike the two-inch bodies, the pressure was measured at only one

point, x/D = 0.5 on the surface of the one-half inch blunt nose. According

to Figure 2.8, the pressure coefficient is equal to -0.5 and does not show
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any dependence on velocity. These results are similar to those obtained

on the surface of the two-inch blunt nose at the same point.

H1.2 Flow Visualization

Before dealing with cavitation phenomena we need to discuss the real

fluid flows about these bodies, and in particular the properties of the

laminar separated regions associated with these flows. We study the size

of the separated zone, its height and length, and the position of transition

to a turbulent flow in the free shear layer of this separated flow. Of

particular interest here are some of the characteristics of the turbulent

part of the separated zone with special reference to the large coherent

structure found in the free shear layer of jets and wakes. Such a coherent

structure will clearly affect the pressure field. Finally, the effect of

the free-stream velocity, the size of the body and its shape on the

characteristics of separated zones are of special interest while trying to

understand the scale effects on these flows. The present section will con-

tain first a description of the apparatus and the experimental procedure

and then a presentation of the results.

II.Z.1 Apparatus and Procedure

The methods of flow visualization used in the present work were

schlieren and schlieren holography. The first technique as applied to

water was described in detail by Arakeri (1973), Gates (1977), and Gates

et al. (1979). The second method which combined the principles of holog-

raphy with the schlieren effect, was described earlier in Chapter 1.

The hemispherical, step, and two-inch blunt noses were heated by a
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1 kw heater inserted inside the bodies. The heater was adjusted to create

a 30F temperature difference (approximately) between the surface of the

body and the free stream water. Whenever separation occurred, the fluid

that was originally in the boundary layer departed from the surface and

created a hotter layer in the flow above the immediate neighborhood of the

body. This hot layer had a different density and thus a different refrac-

tive index which caused the refraction of the illuminating light source. The

resulting image was recorded either as a hologram or as a schlieren photograph.

The dimensions of the separated zone on the surface of the blunt nose

were quite large and for most of the velocity range the simple heating

proved to be unsatisfactory for flow visualization. Hence the flow around

this body was observed by using the pressure taps themselves to inject

fluid from the surface into the flow above. The injected water contained

one percent (by weight) MgSO4 that provided the proper density contrast

needed for the experiments. On the two-inch blunt body, the resultant jets

served two purposes. The first one was to help in defining the boundaries

of the separated zone and the second was to allow us to observe the direc-

tion of the flow in the vicinity of the jet exit. We expected to find some

evidence of the reverse flow inside the separated zone and to locate the

region of reattachment where the recirculation should change direction.

The schlieren method was used for these observations mainly because of con-

venience at the time when these experiments took place. In order to de-

termine the effect of the jets on the flow and on the dimensions of the

separated zone, some of the experiments were repeated by closing part of the

jets or by observing the image when the water was injected from the

I.
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downstream part of the separated zone. These last observations had to be

made by using the holocamera for recording laser shadowgraphs, since the

intensity of the schlieren effect was too low. The dimensions of the

separated zone on the half-inch blunt body were determined in a similar way

by injecting salt water from two jets and observing the patterns with the

holocamera.

11.2.2 Results,-Blunt Noses

Figure 2.9 shows a combined picture of the jets injected from the

surface of the two-inch blunt body. For clarification, a plot of the same

images is shown in Figure 2.10. As one can see, the jets located between

x/D = 0.05 and 1.25 are directed upstream, indicating that the flow is

reversed in these points. Between x/D = 1.5 and 1.75 the jets change their

direction toward the free stream flow direction, suggesting that reattach-

ment occurs somewhere between these points. The same jets are shown in a

series of photographs presented in Figures 2.11a-e. Since the salt water

was injected from the same source, we can learn more about the flow in the

separated zone by comparing the shape of the jets. For example, the first

one maintains its shape for a longer distance than the jet located at

x/D = 1, where the reverse flow pushes the injected water back to the sur-

face just after the exit. Near reattachment, that is, near x/D = 1.75 the

jets rise again, suggesting that the flow in this region is slow again.

Above the zone of reverse flow the injected water changes its direction

toward the free stream flow, suggesting that the jets crossed the line of

zero average velocity. Traces of salt water can be seen up to y/D = 0.43.

We should keep in mind that these traces do not indicate the separating
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stream line, since the salt water can cross this line due to velocity

fluctuations. These traces do show the upper boundary of the turbulent

mixing zone.

The photographs that are presented in Figure 2.11 overlap each

other. We can verify by them that the general trend of the jets is not

due to an instantaneous velocity field but to a more stationary behavior.

As noted before, the recording process was carried out while keeping part

of the injection points either closed or opened. The negligible effect of

these jets on the characteristics of the separated zone can be seen by

comparing Figure 2.lld to 2.12. They both display the region between

x/D= 1.5 and 2.0, the first with injection from the upstream points, and

the second with the upstream jets closed. The small effect of these jets

can be also seen in Figure 2.13 which shows a laser shadowgram of the flow

pattern in the upstream part of the separated zone by injecting the water

from downstream.

Figure 2.14 shows a graph of the height of the upper boundary of

the mixing zone and the length of the separated zone plotted against the

Reynolds number. These dimensions do not show a significant dependence on

velocity, at least in the range of the present experiments.

The final stage of flow visualization on the surface of the two-

inch blunt body was to try to observe the structure of the free shear layer

at the upper boundary of the separated zone. Unfortunately, detailed ob-

servation of this structure was possible only in a very low velocity--

around 1.5 ff/sec and less. Figure 2.15a,b shows to laser shadowgraphs of

a heated body corresponding to free stream velocity of 0.5 and 1.5 ft/sec.

A large coherent eddy structure in the free shear layer is evident from
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both records. When the tunnel velocity was increased above 2 ft/sec, the

image of the vortices was destroyed by the mixing in the separated zone.

However, the reconstructed hologram of Figure 2.16 provides evidence that

the laminar shear layer still rolls up to form a series of eddies at

higher velocities. Some traces of this coherent structure can be seen in

Figures 2.11b and 2.13 by following the shape of the upper boundary of

the mixing zone. The implication of the development of these eddies will

be discussed later.

All the pictures that cover the edge of the blunt body, i.e.,

Figures 2.11a, 2.13, 2.15, and 2.16, show clearly that the separation is

laminar and that the transition to turbulence in the free shear layer

occurs a short distance downstream. This observation is true for all the

present range of free stream velocities.

Two illustrations of the shape of the separated zone on the sur-

face of the half-inch blunt body are shown in Figure 2.17. A copy of the

first image is plotted in Figure 2.18, indicating the points of salt water

injections and the suggested point of reattachment. Figure 2.19 displays

the dependence of the height and the length of the separated zone on the

Reynolds number. As one can see, the height of the upper boundary of the

mixing layer and the length of the separated zone are one-half and twice

the body diameter, respectively, and do not show a significant dependence

on velocity. These dimensions are slightly higher than those of the two-

inch blunt body as shown in Figure 2.14. The upper boundary of the

separated zone presented in Figure 2.17b is wavy, possibly indicating

again that the mixing layer contains large scale eddies.
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11.2.3 Results--Hemispherical Nose

The advantage of schlieren reconstruction can be clearly seen in

Figures 2.20, 2.21, and 2.22, which display the separated zone on the

surface of the hemispherical nose body at different velocities. Each

figure shows both the unfiltered image and the schlieren reconstructed

hologram. These pictures show the points of laminar separation, the

stable part of the separated bubble, and the transition to turbulence

(the point where the separation line becomes wavy is assumed to be the

transition point). The mixing of the hotter water with the free stream

flow downstream of the transition point that reduces the density contrast

needed for the present experiments prevents further observations of the

turbulent part of the separated zone. As a result, these photographs do

not indicate the reattachment region which, according to pressure fluctua-

tion measurements, exists far downstream of the point where the present

image disappears. As previously found by Arakeri (1973), Gates (1977),

Van der Meulen (1976), and Holl and Carroll (1979), these figures show the

strong effect of the Reynolds number on the dimensions of the separated

bubble. Figure 2.23 shows the position of separation and transition taken

from the holograms plotted against the Reynolds number. The present re-

sults suggest that the point of separation moves downstream from 840 to

870 and the point of transition moves upstream from x/D= 0.55 to x/D= 0.52

as the Reynolds number is changed from I x l05 to 3.7x l05. This figure

also shows the points where the trace of the free shear layer disappears.

The dependence of the maximum height of the laminar part of the separating

stream line on velocity is shown in Figure 2.24. This height changes from
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h/D = 9.5x10-3 to 2.5x10 "3 as the Reynolds number is increased from

1.5x 10 to 3.7x 105. The reattachment points shown in Figure 2.23 are

taken from Table 3-1 and were determined from pressure fluctuation mea-

surements. A comparison between the present results and those of the

previously mentioned investigators is made in the discussion that follows.

11.2.4 Results--Step Nose

Figures 2.25a to d are four examples of schlieren reconstructed

holograms of the separated zone on the surface of the step body correspond-

ing to velocities of 8.6, 10.9, 13.8, and 16.1 ft/sec, respectively. The

photographs show clearly that the flow separates upstream of the step to

form a free shear layer whose traces can be seen far downstream. All

these figures indicate that transition occurs downstream of the step. In

Figure 2.25a the separation line becomes wavy; in Figures 2.25b and c the

initially laminar free shear layers roll up to form large coherent eddies

and in Figure 2.25d, the image remains laminar until it disappears. The

points where the separation line either becomes wavy or disappears and the

points where the first eddy appears are assumed to be the transition region.

The dependence on velocity of the separation, transition, and the maximum

height of the separated zone upstream and downstream of the step are shown

in Figures 2.26 and 2.27. The separation point that is located at 85.50

and the height of the separated bubble upstream of the step (h/D= 0.0056)

seem to be independent of the Reynolds number. The location of transition,

however, changes from x/D= 0.60 to x/D= 0.52 and the maximum height of

the stable part of the separation stream line changes from 2.0 to 1.35

times the step height when the Reynolds number is increased from

4. . . II m IL
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1.1 x 10 to 3.75x 10. The location of the reattachment zone cannot be

determined from the present schlieren holograms, since the traces of the

free shear layer disappear due to mixing when the flow becomes turbulent.

The position of reattachment will be estimated later from pressure fluc-

tuation measurements.

11.3 Discussion

As is evident from the present results, a separation zone exists

on the surface of all the test bodies all over the present range of veloc-

ities. The separation is always laminar, followed by transition in the

shear layer and turbulent reattachment (the exact location of reattachment

is not detected by flow visualization on the hemispherical and step bodies

and will be estimated from pressure fluctuation measurements).

There is a small difference in the values of the pressure coeffi-

cient inside the separation zone of the present test bodies, being -0.6,

-0.56, and -0.65 for the blunt, hemispherical and step noses, respectively.

These bodies, however, display a variety of separated flows, a variety in

the dimensions and the shape of the separated bubbles, and a variety in

the characteristics of the shear layer downstream of separation.

As expected, the flow separates on the edge of the blunt bodies and

the laminar shear layer becomes unstable after a short distance, rolls up

and forms a series of growing vortices. The dimensions of their separation

zones are quite large; their scaled maximum heights of the mixing regions

extends to 0.43 and 0.52 and the flow reattaches only after 1.7 and more

than two times the body diameter for the two and the half-inch bodies, respec-

tively. This reattachment length is in good agreement with the measurements of

. _
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Ota (1975) who determined this length by measuring the surface skin

friction. There is also a good agreement between the location of the

presently measured pressure recovery region and the observed reattach-

ment length. Ota's (1975, 1980) measurements indicate that the

separating stream line maximum height is y/D = 0.2, much lower than the

presently observed upper boundary of the mixing layer. The turbulence

intensity, however, in Ota's experiments reaches a maximum at y/d! 0.3

and drops back to free stream conditions when y/D exceeds 0.5. These re-

sults may explain the extent of the region that contains traces of the

salt water (y/D = 0.45) in the present experiments.

The measurements on the surface of the hemispherical headform, which

is one of the most studied bodies in cavitation research, confirm the

presence of a small separation zone first reported by Arakeri (1973) and

then by Van der Meulen (1976), Gates (1977), Keller (1979), and Holl and

Carroll (1979). Unlike the others, the present results show that the

separation point moves slightly downstream when the velocity is increased,

but the location of this point agrees with Arakeri and Van der Meulen. The

length and the height of the separated bubble and their dependence on the

Reynolds number agree with the results reported by Gates and by Van der

Meulen, but do not agree with Arakeri's results which are considerably

larger. The sensitivity of the separated bubble on this headform to small

imperfections or slight changes in the nose shape, a sensitivity that

became evident during the pressure fluctuation measurements, may be the

reason for this discrepancy.

L
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An estimate of the location of the separation point using the mea-

sured pressure distribution and Thwaites method is described in the next

chapter and presented in Figure 3.63. The calculated separation point

S/D = 0.77 agrees well with the measurements considering the rough pres-

sure distribution used. According to these estimates the relation between

the momentum thickness at separation, OS, and the body Reynolds number is:

S 0.34

then h _h/D -)h sU

eS  0.34 D D V

h being the height of the separation bubble. By using the present results

for h/D we obtain that the ratio h/6S drops from around eight to six when

the Reynolds number is increased from l.5x 7O5 to 3.5x 05 (esu, /v changes

from 130 to 200, respectively). These results are in good agreement with

the correlation between H/eS and s u/v that is reported by Arakeri (1979)

for various separated flows (including the classical studies of Gaster

(1966)). The equations above, however, indicate that as long as h/D

depends on Re0 (or esU /v) there cannot be the linear relation between

h/8S and esu, /v that is suggested by Arakeri.

Since the adverse pressure gradient that leads to separation on the

step nose is slightly steeper than this gradient on the hemispherical body, one

would expect that the flow will separate earlier on the step body. This

conclusion is confirmed by the observations for most of the present veloc-

ity range. As will be shown later (Table 3-3) the pressure fluctuation

measurements suggest that the reattachment point on the step body changes
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from x/D= 0.72 to 0.68 as the Reynolds number is increased from

1.4x10 5 to 3.6x10 5 far downstream of the transition point. Eaton and

Johnson (1980) summarize the available literature about the flow down-

stream of a backward facing step. Their collection shows that the

length of the separated bubble varies from five to eight times the

height of the step, and their own experiments suggest that the reattach-

ment length depends on the Reynolds number when the flow approaching

the step is laminar and becomes constant when this flow is turbulent.

The present results suggest that the flow reattaches at x'/H 1 10, a

significantly larger number. Keeping in mind, however, that the flow is

already separated at the step, the ratio between the reattachment length

and the height of the separation stream line is less than eight. This

result agrees with the observations by Eaton and Johnson for either tur-

bulent or transitional approaching boundary layer.

The most important result of the present flow visualization experi-

ments is the evidence of a large eddy structure in the shear layer of the

step and the blunt bodies. Moreover, the observed sections of the mixing

layer that contain these eddies do not touch the body surface. Unlike

these headforms, the mixing region that develops near the surface of the

hemisphere is in constant contact with the body, and thus one would expect

that the neighboring surface would affect the characteristics of the flow

there. As is already suspected by Arakeri and Acosta (1979), these obser-

vations put the hemispherical body in a different category of separated

flows. The present experiments do not provide clear evidence that a

coherent eddy structure exists also near the surface of the hemispherical

m II I II I I . . .
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body. As will be shown in the following chapter, however, the spectra

of pressure fluctuations imply that such a structure exists also in the

shear layer of this body. The presence of these vortices is reported

also by Keller (1979) for a very low velocity (1 ft/sec) and can be

deduced from the shape of the mixing layer traces in Arakeri (1973),

Gates (1977), and the present observations. The relation between the

cavitation phenomena and the characteristics of the separation zone,

especially those that are related to surface effects and the shear layer

eddies,will become evident in Chapter IV, where they will be demonstrated

and discussed. Further discussion about the turbulent shear layer is

postponed to the next chapter, which focuses on the pressure fluctuation

measurements.

To recapitulate, four bodies have been tested: two flat, blunt

noses and two hemispherical bodies, one of them with a small downstream

facing step. The two blunt noses have a large separation zone whose

dimensions scale with the body diameter and do not display a significant

dependence on the Reynolds number. The two hemispherical bodies have a

smaller separation bubble whose dimensions are sensitive to free stream

velocity and change considerably due to the introduction of the step. The

separation on all bodies is laminar and the free shear layer becomes un-

stable after a short distance and rolls up to form a series of large

scale vortices. This turbulent region appears to be in constant contact

with the hemispherical body surface and partially detached from the sur-

face on the rest of the headforms.
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Fig. 2.12. A schlieren photograph of the injections points at .,./D=l.5,
1.75 and 2.0 when the upstream jets are closed.

,5'

Fig. 2.13. A laser shadowgraph of the flow around the two inches blunt
body. ReD = I. lx 10'
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(b)

Fig. 2.15. Laser shadowgraphs of the flow around the blunt body in a
very low velocity; a) u,, 0.5 ft/sec , b) u,,= 1 .5ft/sec
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(b)

Fig.?.0 Two iiiiagcs of the smle hlqnr ;m IkSpia v nii V h e -e- r: t im
zone on the hemispherical body (u 11.2 ft/sec. Re 1 .8 x 10 )
d) schlieren reconstruction, b) non filtered illage.
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(b)

Fig. 2.21. Two images of the same hologram dikpl1'yinq the separation
zone on the hemispherical body (u z15.9 ft/sec , -e 2. 5 x 10)
a) schlijren reconstruction; b) non filtered imageiq.
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(a)
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(b) Ibl I

. ..I

Fig. 2.22. Two images of the same hologram displaying the separation
zone on the hemispherical body (u = 23. 1 ft/sec , Re = 3 7 x 10')
a) schlieren reconstruction: b) non filtered imaqe.D
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Figure 2.23. The location of separation and transition
on the hemispherical body.
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III. PRESSURE FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENTS

An important part of the pressure field in separated flows is that

of the pressure fluctuations. Detailed measurements of these fluctuations

were made on the surfaces of the bodies tested, and the experimental

findings are presented in this chapter.

III. Apparatus

A piezoelectric pressure transducer (Model PCB 105A02) with a circu-

lar sensing area, 0.099 inches in diameter was used as the pressure sensor.

The transducer contained a built-in amplifier and its output could be read

directly on any measuring device. It was mounted on a special sliding

carrier and could be positioned on any point along the body surface. The

slot along which the transducer and the supporting carrier moved was

covered by a 0.125-inch wide timing belt, through which only the transdu-

cer's sensing area appeared. The belt and the transducer were flush

mounted. Four pulleys located inside the body tightly supported the belt

which was also cemented to the transducer carrier. To reduce fluttering,

the belt was seated on two flanges (each 0.015 inches wide) that were

located under both sides of the slot on the body surface. A schematic

description of the body and the carrier is presented in Figure 3.1. The

cemented section of the belt isolated the transducer from possible vibra-

tions of the free part of the belt.

The carrier itself was driven by a threaded rod that was connected

to a flexible shaft which passed through the sting support, a lead-in

JO
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* pipe and sealed connector to the external walls of the tunnel. By

rotating the shaft, it was possible to position the transducer in any

desired location along the slot. The shaft was connected to a mechani-

cal counter which indicated the position of the transducer to within

0.008 inches.

With the system described it was possible to control the location

of the transducer without opening the water tunnel; and it was possible

to choose any desired spot for the measurements without leaving an open

gap or a groove on the surface of the body.

The only part that had to be changed during the experiments was the

nose. (It was planned to use the same system for all three noses. Some

difficulties during the measurements forced a different set-up for the

hemispherical nose which will be described later). The traversed length

of the transducer was different for each test configuration. For example,

the center of the transducer could reach to within 0.656 inches (x/D

= 0.328) downstream of the blunt nose edge, and to within 0.05 inches

downstream of step on the step nose (just behind the step). These limi-

tations did not prevent a coverage of all the region of interest.

The output of the transducer was recorded with a seven-channel Ampex

FM tape recorder during the experiments with the blunt and step noses, and

with a four-channel HP-3960 instrumentation recorder during the experiments

with the hemisphere (mainly due to the higher frequency range of the HP

recorder). In order to reduce the relative effect of the noise generated

by the recording equipment, the transducer signal was preamplified to the

maximum recorder input band by a Burr-Brown 3640 amplifier. This

(."
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* amplification, together with the tape recorder amplification, was cali-

brated by recording a sine wave at various frequencies from a signal

generator. The frequency response of the Ampex recorder was flat up to

3 kHz and 5 kHz for the HP recorder which proved satisfactory for the

present measurements.

The pressure response of the transducer was calibrated by mounting

it together with a statically calibrated accelerometer on a water filled

small horizontal tank, one foot long. The tank was bolted to a shake-

table whose acceleration (frequency and amplitude) could be controlled.

By monitoring the accelerometer and the transducer output and using the

following relation between the pressure and acceleration

P " atm = p2'a

it was possible to calibrate the transducer up to 50 Hz. The output was

found to be equal to that provided by the manufacturer's calibration (done

in a pressure tank with a quick opening valve); namely, 26.2 mv/psi. This

output did not show any dependence on the frequencies of the calibration

range, namely, from one to fifty Hz.

By tapping on the transducer surface while it was submerged in

water, it was verified that no resonance existed below 100 kHz. When the

calibration tank was filled with air the response of the transducer was

about one percent of its output when the tank was filled with water,

proving that the transducer response to acceleration was negligible for

the present experiments. Several calibrations done during the course of

the experiments did not show any change in the output.
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* 111.2 Results

111.2.1 Blunt Nose

The rms values of the fluctuating pressure were measured by a

Hewlett Packard digital voltmeter, and the results represent an average

of at least ten seconds sample time.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the rms pressure fluctuations on the sur-

face of the blunt nose. In Figure 3.2 the values of the fluctuating

pressure coefficient, c' are plotted against the body Reynolds number,p•

ReD, and each line represents a different location along the surface.

Figure 3.3 displays the rms values plotted against axial location on the

surface by keeping the velocity constant and varying the transducer's posi-

tion. The plot also shows the averaged results of Figure 3.2. The graphs

show that the scaled rms values of pressure fluctuations strongly depend

on the location of the measurements, but here they are independent of the

Reynolds number. The rms values vary from 5.5 to 7 percent when x/D= 0.328

and to 17 percent when x/D= 1.078. Farther downstream the rms values drop

to 14 percent at x/D = 2.2 (the furthest point of measurements).

A curious result is that maximum rms values are observed upstream

of the reattachment zone determined earlier by the average pressure measure-

ments and flow visualization. Furthermore, these flow visualization

results (see Figure 2.11) show that there is a relative fast reverse flow

at x/D = 1.078, and the average pressure measurements show that this point

is upstream of the pressure recovery region that indicates the reattachment

zone. The same behavior was observed by Mohsen (1967) in experiments on an

upstream-facing step.

II I III I ~
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* The recorded transducer output was analyzed on a Spectral Dynamics

Corporation model SD360 digital signal processor. The averages of signals

of predetermined time periods were analyzed by the processor and the re-

sulting Fourier transform,power spectrum, autocorrelation, probability

density, and probability distributions were plotted. From the probability

distribution function, four values of "peak" pressure fluctuations were

accurately determined. These were the points where the probability distri-

bution exceeded 0.1, 2.5, 97.5, and 99.9 percent. The first two points

represented negative pressure "peaks" whose probability of occurrence were

less than 0.1 and 2.5 percent and the last two points represented positive

peaks whose probability of occurrence were less than 2.5 and 0.1 percent,

respectively.

An example of the probability density and distribution histograms

obtained for the blunt nose is shown in Figure 3.4. Before further display

of these results, a few comments should be made. A significant part of the

fluctuating pressure was at a very low frequency (even less than 1 Hz).

Since most of the averaging periods used were 12 seconds, frequencies below

0.1 Hz would bias the results. Two examples of this effect can be seen in

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 as follows: In Figure 3.5 the signal was filtered with

z high pass filter, first with a cut-off frequency of 0.02 Hz and then with

a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz. One can observe a perceptible change in the

probability density; the signal filtered with the lower cut-off frequency

is biased toward the negative side. In the second example in Figure 3.6,

the sampling time was increased to 102 seconds, and by again using the

0.02 Hz and 1 Hz high pass filters, the differences between the probability

densities disappeared.
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For this reason part of the data was subsequently analyzed with an

averaging time of 102 seconds, and the differences between the findings

will be discussed later.

The signal was also observed on the screen of a storage scope. The

peak values observed on the scope were compared to the 0.1 and 99.9 percent

probability distribution points and the differences were negligible. The

comparison was made for all the measurements. In most of the cases the

scope peaks were slightly higher, often due to one or two peaks, thus

having only a small effect on the total sample population. If the num-

ber of peaks exceeded this value, the outcome was quite noticeable on

the probability density.

The signal analyzer was calibrated using known sine, square, and

triangular waves of various frequencies and amplitudes. No dependence was

found on either the frequency or the amplitude of the input.

We now return to the results obtained for the blunt nose. They are

displayed in Figures 3.7 to 3.18. In Figures 3.7 to 3.14 the transducer

was positioned in the same location and the velocity was changed. In

Figures 3.15 to 3.18 the velocity was kept constant and the transducer was

moved into various positions along the body surface.

Two interesting observations can be made from the results: The first

is the difference between the positive peaks and the negative peaks, and

the second is the difference between the peaks with 0.1 and those with 2.5

percent probability. Almost over all the range of measurements the ratio

between the 0.1 percent values and the 2.5 percent values was a little less

than 2:1, and it applied both to positive and negative peaks. These
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* fluctuating pressures and their likelihood (probability) of occurrence

have an important bearing on the initiation of cavitation. The chance

that the existence of cavitation nuclei and the low pressure peaks will

occur at the same time will be discussed separately.

Another consistent feature of the peak values is the relation between

the positive and negative peaks of the fluctuating pressure. At x/D =

0.328, 0.578, 0.828, 1.078, 1.828, and 2.078 (corresponding to Figures

3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, and 3.14, respectively) the neqative peaks are

always larger than the positive ones. These observations apply both to the

results of 12 seconds and 102 seconds averaging times. This behavior

is reversed at x/D = 1.578 as shown in Figure 3.12. The positive peaks

become larger than the negative ones, and this trend can be observed

again in both averaging times. A contradictory behavior can be

observed in Figure 3.11 (x/D = 1.328). While the negative peaks

are larger than the positive ones when the averaging time is 12

seconds, their relative value is reversed when the sampling time

is changed to 102 seconds. From the flow visualization obser-

vations and average pressure measurements discussed in Chapter II, one can

observe that the point x/D = 1.578 lies within the reattachment zone. It

seems that the negative peaks are larger than the positive ones when the

measurements are made outside of the region of reattachment, while experi-

ments done within the reattachment zone show the existence of large positive

peaks that exceed the negative ones. Later it will be shown that the same

behavior could be observed for the two other noses. The 2.5 percent proba-

bility values display a similar tendency, that is, far from the reattachment

I{
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zone the negative peaks are much larger than the positive ones, and close

to reattachment the negative and positive peaks are almost equal. The

same trend can be observed in Figures 3.15 to 3.18, wherein the velocity

is kept constant and the position of the transducer is varied.

As in the rms results,the peaks of the fluctuating pressure reach a

local maximum between x/D = 0.9 and x/D = 1.3 (Figures 3.15 to 3.18).

However, while the rms values and the peaks with 2.5 percent probability of

occurrence become smaller downstream, the 0.1 percent negative peaks start

growing again after a short region of lower values. This trend indicates

the existence of a few large negative peaks whose frequency of occurrence

is so low that they do not affect either the 2.5 percent peaks or the rms

values.

Within the region of the separated zone, i.e., x/D < 1.7, the maximum

negative peaks reached by the fluctuating pressure are 64, 69, 77, and 85

percent of the dynamic head corresponding to free stream velocities of 8.77,

14.05, 17.99, and 21.24 ft/sec, respectively. One can also observe that the

point of maximum fluctuations moves slightly upstream as the velocity is

increased, but the small available range of velocities in the LTT precludes

a decisive statement. Downstream of the reattachment zone,but within the

range of measurements the maximum negative peaks are 70, 86, 82, and 104

percent of the dynamic head corresponding again to velocities of 8.77,

14.05, 17.99, and 21.24 ft/sec. These values are higher than the maximum

negative peaks observed inside the separated zone.

It should be noted that the results presented in Figures 3.7 to 3.14

and those presented in Figures 3.15 to 3.18 are of two different sets of

measurements.

' IIi i I = _ -
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The final remark here concerns the effect of the present results on

cavitation inception. If we add the average pressure coefficient to the

present negative peaks of the fluctuating pressure, it will still be im-

possible to explain cavitation inception numbers higher than 1.5 (see

Figure 4.7. The present measurements exclude the possibility of inception

of cavitation on the surface of the blunt nose, a conclusion well proven

both by the holograms (see Chapter 4) and the series of inception photo-

graphs taken during the experiments. It follows, of course, that the

fluctuating pressure must be lower at other points far from the surface

to account for the observed cavitation there.

111.2.2 Step Nose

Figures 3.19 and 3.20 display the rms values of the fluctuating

pressure coefficient as a function of location on the surface of the step

nose for various velocities. Here again, the nondimensional pressure fluc-

tuations do not show a strong dependence on velocity, but do show a strong

dependence on position. These values range from around 2 percent at

x/D = 0.524 (x'/H = 1.25) to more than 6.5 percent at x/D = 0.689

(x'/H = 9.844). Downstream of the point x/D = 0.734 (x'/H = 12.188) the

rms values drop to 2-3 percent at x/D = 0.885 (x'/H = 20).

Even though there is no strong dependence on velocity, one can still

observe that when u = 8.48 ft/sec the scaled rms fluctuations are higher

than the measured values for higher velocities. In addition,

the region of relatively high rms values is also larger.
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On the other hand, when u = 22.50 ft/sec and u = 21.30 ft/sec

(Figure 3.20) there seems to be a much faster drop in rms values down-

stream of the maximum and they are slightly lower. We are not certain

if these differences are due to a change in the length of the separated

zone, since the present range of test velocities is small.

According to other experiments (Mohsen (1967), Fricke (1971),

and Greshilov et al. (1969)) conducted downstream of a backward facing

step, the maximum rms values are observed close to the reattachment zone.

Since the present experiments do not include determination of the

reattachment point on this body, this relationship cannot be verified.

Similar to the procedure described earlier, the peak values

of pressure fluctuations were calculated using the probability density

and probability distribution functions, corresponding to 0.1, 2.5,

97.5, and 99.9 percent of the cumulative distribution. These results

are plotted on Figures 3.21 to 3.28. Here again, and more obvious

than in the blunt nose results, one can observe the relation between

the positive and the negative peaks. Upstream and downstream of

the reattachment zone the positive peaks are lower than the negative

ones, but near reattachment the situation is reversed. This

behavior is much more pronounced for the 0.1 and 99.9 percent proba-

bilities than the intermediate ones, even though it is evident in both.

One can always speculate about the reason for such a behavior. Perhaps it

is the result of the impingement of the reattaching free shear layer on

the surface which causes the positive peaks to grow above the negative

ones, but it is hard to make a conclusive statement based only on the

present results.
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There is on this body, as on the blunt nose, a big difference

between the 0.1 and 2.5 percent probability values. This ratio in the

present case is around 1.5. As noted before, the difference between

the probabilities may have an important bearing on the initiation of

cavitation.

In order to know what portion of the pressure fluctuation spectrum

is the main contributor to the relations mentioned earlier, the signal

was filtered with a high pass filter (24 db/octave) at 90 Hz. This

resulted in a reduction of the maximum rms values to around 5.5 per-

cent, the minimum rms values to around 1.1 percent, and in a partial

disappearance of the large positive peaks. Figure 3.29 is an example

of the peak values of the filtered signal (corresponding to Figure 3.25,

the unfiltered signal). This is an extreme example, since in other

cases the positive peaks were still slightly higher than the negative

ones, at least in part of the reattaching zone. This result strengthens

the speculation that the large positive peaks are a result of the im-

pingement of the reattaching shear layer on the surface. Since the os-

cillations of the separating streamline will usually contribute to the

lower frequency portion of the spectrum, one may expect that any pheno-

menon resulting from such an effect will vanish when the low frequency

part of the spectrum is filtered. This statement will be discussed

further later.

The maximum negative peaks show very little dependence on velocity. N

For example, these peaks were 25.0, 22.4, 23.8, 22.5, 22.2, 23.3, 21.4, and

((
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* 21.8 percent for velocities of 8.6, 11.5, 14.2, 16.3, 17.9, 19.6, 21.2,

and 22.5 ft/sec, respectively. There is a corresponding slight decrease

in the maximum rms values.

We can comment here that, as for the blunt nose, the sum of the

average pressure coefficient in the separated zone and the highest peak

values of the fluctuating pressure do not result in a sufficiently low

value of instantaneous pressure to explain the cavitation inception num-

bers obtained for this body. Here again, as expected, cavitation inception

never occurred on the body surface. This is shown in Chapter IV by the

holograms and the photographs taken during the cavitation experiments.

111.2.3 Hemispherical Nose

Unlike the step and the blunt nose experiments, some difficulties

occurred while trying to measure the pressure fluctuations on the surface

of the hemisphere. Either the slight change in body shape where the belt

emerged from the interior of the body onto the surface,or a possible leak-

age from the interior of the body into the separated zone prevented

obtaining any valid results based upon our previous knowledge of this test

body. In particular, it was found that by injecting hot water from the

stagnation point and observing the flow with a laser beam, the

separated zone appeared to be shorter near the belt when compared

to other points around the body. For this reason the same nose

was mounted on another cylinder and the transducer was flush mounted

at a fixed point. Then the separated zone appeared to be symmetric,

having the expected dimensions. Due to the sensitivity of this parti-
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cular flow to very small changes in body shape, it was decided to make

fluctuation measurements at various discrete points with a flush-

mounted transducer.

No changes could be observed either in the frequency or in the rms

and peak values of the fluctuating pressure when the blunt and step nose

experiments were repeated with a similarly mounted fixed transducer. Since

the nose of the step body covered the point where the belt emerged onto the

surface, and due to the large dimensions of the separated zone of the

blunt body (compared to the 0.005 inch groove at the belt exit) these

noses did not have a significant shape imperfection. Thus, we con-

cluded that the possible leakage did not have any effect on the

experiments.

The hemispherical nose body used for the present measurements was

the very same one used by Arakeri (1975) in his experiments. The fluctua-

ting pressure was measured in six different locations downstream of the

point of separation. These measuring points were at values of x/D= 0.519,

0.556, 0.609, 0.659, 0.681, and 0.744, x being the axial distance from the

stagnation point. The arc-distance ratios corresponding to these positions

are S/D = 0.804, 0.841, 0.894, 0.944, 0.966, and 1.029, respectively, S

being the distance along the surface. As noted before, the output was

amplified and then recorded on the HP 3960 instrumentation tape recorder.

Figures 3.30 to 3.32 display the rms values of the fluctuating pres-

sure. In Figure 3.30 the scaled pressure fluctuations are plotted againstI
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* the Reynolds number for all six positions. Unlike the blunt and the step

noses, the present results show a strong dependence on velocity and trans-

ducer location. At x/D = 0.519 (S/D = 0.804) there is no sign of any peak,

indicating that the transducer location is always within the boundaries of

the separated bubble. The rms pressure fluctuation varies from 1.2 per-

cent at a low velocity to 0.6 percent at a high velocity.

At x/D = 0.556 (S/D = 0.841) the rms value is 2.33 percent at low

velocity and drops to 0.75 percent at u = 13.9 ft/sec. From then on, the

fluctuations grow monotonically to I percent at the highest velocity of

the tunnel.

At x/D = 0.609 (S/D = 0.894) the rms reaches a maximum of 3.1 per-

cent when u = 14.5 ft/sec (ReD = 2.34x10 
5 ) and remains constant up to a

velocity of 22.6 ft/sec (ReD = 3.60x 105) where it drops to 2.4 percent.

These results possibly indicate that the flow reattaches on the transducer

surface over the range of tunnel velocities starting from about 12.5 ft/sec

(Re, = 2x10 5) up to 22 ft/sec (Re0 = 3.6x 05).

At x/D 0.659 (S/V = 0.944) there is a narrow peak at a velocity

of 8.75 ft/sec (ReD = 1.41 x 10
5) where the rms reaches a maximum of 3.8

percent. When the velocity is increased the rms drops monotonically to

1 percent at the highest possible velocity. The present measuring point is

0.1 inch downstream of the previous one, a distance equal to the transducer

diameter. The disappearance of the high rms values measured at the pre-

vious point and the present appearance of a new rms peak at a lower veloc-

ity reenforces the suggestions concerning the position of the reattachment

zone.

i i i i , " , -- . . .t
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* At x/D = 0.681 (S/D = 0.966), a 5.5 percent rms peak occurs at a

velocity of 6.83 ft/sec (ReD = 1.lx1l05). At higher velocities the rms

of the fluctuating pressure drops monotonically to 0.7 percent.

At x/D = 0.744 (S/D = 1.029) the maximum value measured is 5.25

percent at u = 4.56 ft/sec (ReD = 7.36x 104). No measurements were made

at lower speeds. When the velocity is increased the rms values drop to

0.55 percent at the highest tunnel velocity.

Figures 3.31 and 3.32 show the same results but plotted against the

transducer position. As mentioned before, the peaks in the rms values are

taken to indicate the position of reattachment of the separated boundary

layer. The results are summarized in the following table:

TABLE 3-1 Estimated position of reattachment of the separated boundary

layer on the surface of the hemispherical nose based on

pressure fluctuation measurements

x/D of S/D of
Reynolds Number Velocity (ft/sec) Reattachment Reattachment

0.84x 105 4.56 > 0.744 > 1.029

1.1 x 105  6.83 0.681 0.966

1.41 x 105  8.75 0.659 0.944

> 2x10 5 & < 3.6x10 5  > 12.5 & < 22 0.609±0.025 0.894±0.025

3.75x l05  > 23.23 < 0.556 < 0.841

The present results do not agree with previous measurements made with

the same body in a different water tunnel by Arakeri (1975). According to

him, the maximum rms value obtained for a velocity of 7 ft/sec and

S/D = 0.951 was almost ten percent. Even though the location of the

4k
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corresponding peak does match, the present rms value is a little more than

half of Arakeri's results (i.e., 5.5 vs 10 percent). Several calibrations

of the transducer during the experiments and repeated measurements always

led to the same observations. Since Arakeri's measurements were made with

a larger transducer than the present one, and therefore with a poorer

high frequency response, we cannot account for the discrepancy.

The present results are also much smaller than Huang's rms values

(1975 and 1979) obtained in a wind tunnel measurement usinq a large body

and a pinhole microphone. Further reference to Huang's results will be

made when the effect of the transducer size on the measurements is consid-

ered. (See Appendix III A and section 111.4.4)

The transducer signal was analyzed following the previously described

procedure of using the probability density and distribution functions for

providing a consistent measure of the peaks of the fluctuating pressure.

Figures 3.33 to 3.38 show the plotted results. These graphs display

the large positive peaks corresponding to the expected points of re-

attachment tabulated in Table 3-1. However, one can observe in Figure

3.33 (x/D = 0.519, S/D = 0.804) that even though the transducer was posi-

tioned under the "laminar part" of the separated zone, the positive peaks

were slightly higher than the negative ones for low velocities. For all

the other positions, velocities, and bodies, the negative peaks were

higher than the posi'.ive ones over the entire region where measurements

were made, excluding the reattachment zone where large positive peaks

overcame the negative ones. Two examples of the skewness of the pro-

bability density histograms can be seen in Figures 3.39 and 3.40 (both

t
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are part of the data presented in Figure 3.35). In Figure 3.39 the

negative peaks are higher and the probability density is skewed to the

right; and in Figure 3.40 the positive peaks are larger and the

density is skewed to the left. In both cases the most probable value

is not the average value.

It should be noted that the values presented in Figures 3.33 to

3.38 were taken from a digital display of the signal analyzer and not

from the plotted histograms. This remark is made to avoid confusion

concerning the ability to detect a 0.1 percent change in the plotted

probability distribution.

At the expected points of reattachment the negative peaks reach maxi-

mum values of 9, 11, 18, and 18 percent, corresponding to x/D = 0.609,

0.659, 0.681, and 0.744, respectively. In contrast to the other two noses,

the sum of the average static pressure in the separated zone and the neqa-

tive peak of the fluctuating pressure lead to a tension in the fluid. This

can therefore explain the possibility of inception of band type cavitation

obtained on this body as seen in Figure 4.17.

The big discrepancy between the present rms values and those of

Arakeri does not exist in the peaks of the fluctuating pressure. His

maximum peak is 25 percent, compared to 18 percent in the present mea-

surements.

111.3 Spectral Measurements of the Fluctuating Pressure

111.3.1 Introduction

Determination of the power spectrum of the pressure fluctuations was

one of the main objectives of this present work. Since the onset of cavitation

I I III III. - Ii i
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* on the blunt and the step bodies occurred in the "free shear layer",

far from the body surface, the measurement of surface pressure fluctuations

cannot contribute directly to the understanding of cavitation phenomena

occurring in this layer. However, a knowledge of the main frequencies in-

volved in these fluctuations may help in comparing the present results to

other experiments made in other turbulent shear flows this may shed some

light on the pressure levels in the shearing region where cavitation was

observed to start. The available literature on free shear layers is quite

large, but relatively little seems to have been done in measuring pressure

fluctuations in these flows. Among the existing works one can mention the

measurements by Fuchs (1972); Lau, Fisher, and Fuchs (1972); Michalke and

Fuchs (1975); Fuchs (1974); and Fuchs, Mercker, and Michel (1978). The

first four references describe experiments in axisymmetric jets, and the

last one discusses experiments in the wake of different disks. All these

references provide the power and cross spectra in different axial,radial and

azimuthal positions. The report of Fuchs and Michalke (1975) is of special

interest, since it provides also the difference between rms levels in the

potential core and the shear layer in the boundaries of a jet. Fuchs et al.

(1978) provide information on the effect of axial position on the power

spectrum of a jet and a series of results for a sharp-edged disk. Unfor-

tunately, the closest point in which the disk measurements were made was

x = 3D, i.e., downstream of the point where the free shear layer became

a wake. The work of Lau et al. (1972) contains a series of correlated

data between the pressure and the radial and axial velocity fluctuations.

A strong correlation between these fluctuating quantities is shown, and the

writers associate these correlations with a motion of large eddies in

the mixing zone.
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Surface pressure fluctuations of separated flows has also received

attention. For example, B. Stahl (1980) gives information on the flow in

a pipe with sudden expansion; Arakeri (1975); Greshilov et al. (1969) pro-

vided similar data behind a downstream facing step; Fricke and Stevenson

(1968) and Fricke (1971) behind a fence positioned normal to a wall; Mohsen

(1967) behind an upstream and downstream facing steps; and Huang (1975,

1979) among other bodies on the surface of a hemispherical nose. The

present experimental results will be presented and later analyzed and com-

pared to these works.

111.3.2 Apparatus and Procedure

The power spectra of the pressure fluctuations was computed by a

Spectral Dynamics Corporation Model SD360 digital signal processor. The

system has an internal digitizer so that analog data can be loaded directly

from the tape recorder. The sampling rate depends on the predetermined fre-

quency range; 1024 points are sampled during a basic time unit equal to

500/fmax where fmax is the highest frequency in the analysis range. Thus

a sample is taken every 0.5/0.024 fmax)seconds, approximately two points

during a cycle of the highest frequency. To increase the accuracy of the

results, the values of fmax and the number of calculated points on the spec-

trum were doubled. The results presented are actually half of the total

range of frequencies calculated. As a result, eight points were sampled

during the period of the highest displayed frequency of each power spectrum

figure. Each of the spectra was an average of a large number of basic time

units, leading to a total sampling period of at least 20 seconds.

Another necessary preliminary remark is that no attempt was made to
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reduce the background noise, or the mechanical vibrations of the water

tunnel and the sting support on which the bodies were mounted. Traces of

these vibrations can be seen on almost all the calculated spectra. Verifi-

cation that certain peaks observed on the spectrum are a result of

vibrations were made by tapping on the body when the tunnel was silent,

and analyzing the resulting transducer signal.

111.3.3 Blunt Nose

The lowest frequencies were observed on the surface of the blunt

nose. The first peaks in the spectrum appeared below 1 Hz and were at

least 30 db lower at 500 Hz in all the range of measurements (velocities

and locations). Below -30 db the validity of the results is doubtful,

since the signal-to-noise ratio of the tape recorder was around 35 db

(stated by the manufacturer and tested with various signals). By keeping

the velocity constant and varying the position of the transducer a series

of plotted spectra (one for each point) was obtained, corresponding to the

rms data on Figure 3.3. As noted before, each of the graphs represents an

average of more than 20 seconds of data. A few examples can be seen in

Figures 3.41, 3.42, and 3.43. They all represent the pressure fluctuations

when u = 21.24 ft/sec, in various positions along the surface. The first

one is for x/D = 0.453, the second for x/D = 1.203, and the third for

x/D = 1.953. Each of the figures contains two plots, the first one shows

the spectrum from zero to 500 Hz, and the second shows the details between

zero and 100 Hz.

The peaks at 55 Hz and 135 Hz are immediately evident. These peaks

are due to vibration of the test nose in the water tunnel. As noted before,
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this point was verified by recording the transducer response while tapping

on the body in a stationary tunnel (these peaks did not appear when the

transducer was calibrated in a different set-up). These vibrations

generated, in certain conditions, sub- and superharmonics, and an example

of this behavior is the peak at 68.5 Hz and 28.5 Hz in Figure 3.42b. This

nonlinear response of the flow field to induced vibrations is a character-

istic of turbulent shear layers (see, for example, Browand (1966), in

which the response of a shear layer to artificially generated sound waves

is observed, and it is found that subharmonics develop in the velocity

fluctuations). Note that these subharmonics do not appear in the spectrum

when x/D = 0.453.

Other peaks can also be observed besides the effect of vibrations.

When x/D = 0.453 (Figure 3.41b) a few peaks can be seen in a very low fre-

quency (4-12 Hz) creating a single "natural" (not induced by external

excitation) peak in the spectrum. However,more peaks can be seen down-

stream of x/D = 0.828 (Figure 3.42b at 22 and 29 Hz). Downsteamofreattach-

ment, the peaks become wider and less distinct, even though the

main frequencies remain unchanged (compare Figure 3.42b and 3.43b). The

existence of a single peak in the upstream partof the separated zone, and the

formation of at least a second one was a characteristic behavior of the blunt body.

Better examples can be seen in Figures 3.44, 3.45, and 3.46 which represent

the spectra for u = 14.05 ft/sec. The effect of velocity on the power spectra

is demonstrated in Figures 3.45, 3.48 and 3.49 corresponding to x/D=0.828,

1.078, and 1.328. The data in these figures are taken from a series of

computed power spectra that are not shown here. As is evident from the
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t results there are two distinct groups of spectral peaks. The first

group include the low frequency peaks (below 12 Hz) and the second group

include the higher freauency peaks that follow the trend.

f U

hence

St - = constant

The frequency of these peaks appears to be independent of loca-

tion on the body surface (aaain provided that x/DO0.828). One can also note

the appearance of a peak at 28.5Hz; this is believed to be a subharmonic of

the mechanical vibrations.

111.3.4 Step Nose

Perhaps the biggest surprise was the results for the spectra of the

step nose. At first observation, it seemed that there was very little in

common between the spectrum of this body and that of the hemisphere. Con-

sidering the small difference between the two shapes, the results indicated

that the small step, located within the separated zone enforced a complete

change in the characteristics of these two separated flows. As in the

case of the blunt nose, the spectrum contained fluctuations created by

mechanical vibrations of the test facility, namely, peaks around 55 Hz

and 135 Hz. In addition, there were very intense low-frequency fluc-

tuations starting below 1 Hz. In the region close to the step only low-

frequency fluctuations could be observed, and an example of a typical

spectrum can be seen in Figure 3.50 which corresponds to u. = 16.28 ft/

sec and x'/H = 1.250. As the transducer was moved downstream a second

peak gradually appeared on the spectrum. This peak became distinct at
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x'/H = 5.9 and from then on remained on the spectrum far downstream of

the reattachment zone. Typical examples are shown in Figures 3.51 and

3.52, corresponding to x'/H = 9.8 and 14.53, respectively. A very

similar behavior was observed on the surface of the blunt nose, i.e.,

only a single group of low-frequency peaks in the upstream part of the

separated bubble and an appearance of a second peak as the transducer

was transversed downstream. In Figure 3.52 one can observe some traces

of a small third peak in the high frequency side of the spectrum. This

peak will be discussed, together with the results of the hemispherical

nose.

In order to determine the effects of velocity and location on the

frequency, a series of spectra was computed and the centers of the main

peaks were plotted against body Reynolds number in Figure 3.53. Two

important trends can be observed on this plot. First, there seems to be

very small effect of location on the main frequency, and it applies both

to points upstream and downstream of reattachment (x'/H = 9.8 and 14.5,

respectively). Second, unlike the blunt nose it seems that

n
f - u

or

fD n-l
u U
u

and

n~ 1.3

which might indicate that the diameter is not the proper length scale in

the dimensionless frequency. Obviously, finding a length scale that has

the proper dependence on velocity is not self-evident. However, unlike the

blunt nose, it seems that the diameter of the body is not as important as
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9 the height of the step or the length and the height of the separated zone.

A few suggestions for a proper length scale will be made later.
As a final remark in this section, we would like to draw attention

to the order of magnitude difference between the frequencies of fluctua-

tions observed on the surface of the blunt and the step noses. This dif-

ference might also suggest the proper choice of length scale for the

dimensionless frequency.

111.3.5 Hemispherical Nose

The spectrum of the hemispherical body contained a much wider range

of frequencies than the other two bodies. The changes of this spectrum

with velocity and location helped, in addition to understanding these

phenomena, in explaining some of the characteristics of the other two noses.

Similar to the previous two noses, the spectrum contains peaks caused

by mechanical vibrations in the water tunnel. In addition to the pre-

viously mentioned frequencies (55 Hz, 135 Hz), a third peak was observed at

4.1 kHz. By tapping on the test body in a stationary tunnel it was veri-

fied that the source of this peak was also mechanical, after excluding

the possibility of a transducer resonance. However, the "naturally" ex-

cited pressure fluctuations were again the main contributor to the spectrum.

The low frequency peaks (below 20 Hz) that existed in the spectra of the

other two noses existed also in the spectrum of the hemisphere, but unlike

these bodies, two major peaks appeared at higher frequencies. The highest

frequency peak existed also in the "laminar" part of the separated bubble

(the region upstream of transition in the boundary of the separated zone).

When the transducer was located under the transition region and even farther
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t downstream, a second peak appeared at a lower frequency, and they both

existed all over the turbulent part of the separated zone. When the trans-

ducer was located far downstream of reattachment (depending on velocity)

the higher peak disappeared, leaving only the lower frequency one. A

demonstration of this behavior can be seen in the spectra shown in Figures

3.54 to 3.59. In Fiqure 3.54 the transducer is located under the stable

laminar part of the separation zone at a tunnel speed of 12.6 ft/sec. A

single peak is evident between 1000 and 1600 Hz. At a somewhat higher

velocity (17.4 ft/sec) and at the same location the flow undergoes transi-

tion upstream of the transducer (x/D = 0.556); a second peak starts to

become noticeable at 500 Hz (Figure 3.55). Farther downstream and at the

lower tunnel speed of 12 ft/sec, the transducer is downstream of the point

of transition, two obvious peaks appear, one at 370 Hz and the other

at 1410 Hz (Figure 3.56). Mechanical vibrations are also evident at 4190 Hz.

The transducer is positioned directly under the reattachment zone in Figure

3.57 at a tunnel speed of 5.95 ft/sec and x/D = 0.681. Two peaks are still

readily seen. As the tunnel speed is increased at this location, the

higher frequency peak becomes diminished (Figure 3.58) and at a speed of

21.3 ft/sec it nearly disappears (Figure 3.59).

These are a few examples of the consistent results obtained for the

hemisphere. To recapitulate, a relatively high frequency peak is seen in

the laminar part of the separated bubble; two peaks are observed in

both the turbulent part of the bubble and within a close distance

downstream of reattachment; and the high frequency peak disappears

farther downstream of reattachment.
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The behavior of the pressure fluctuations leads us to suspect

that the high frequency peak is associated with the laminar boundary layer

upstream of separation, and with the laminar part of the separated bubble.

The lower frequency peak then we expect to be due to the turbulent shear

layer downstream of transition in the separated zone. In the laminar part

of the flow,disturbances to the boundary layer can be described by the Orr-

Sommerfeld equation. The most amplified wave should accordingly have a

frequency corresponding to the high frequency peak seen in the spectrum.

The dependence of this amplification on frequency was calculated using the

computed stability charts by Wazzan, Okamura, and Smith (1968) following

the technique described by Arakeri (1973, 1975). The boundary layer char-

acteristics of the hemisphere were estimated using Thwaites' method for

axisymmetric bodies (see White (1974)) and by using the parameters of

boundary layers that were reported by Gadd et al. (1963).

Figure 3.60 shows the calculated results of the boundary

layer parameters and Figure 3.61 shows the dependence of the amplification

on frequency for various Reynolds numbers. All the above calculations were

made following the boundary layer until the point of separation was

reached. Following a technique suggested by Van Ingen (1956, 1975) for

flows downstream of separation, an attempt was made to follow the stability

analysis further downstream along the separated flow. The stability charts

for reverse flows were calculated by Taghavi and Wazzan (1974), butthe

most amplified frequencies did not change significantly from the results

presented in Figure 3.61. Due to a series of approximations needed for

the application of these estimates to the hemisphere, the possible errors
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may be too large to provide a conclusive statement about the importance of

the stability calculations downstream of separation.

A comparison between the calculated frequencies and the experimental

peaks is shown in Figure 3.b2. The plot clearly shows how close the

measured high frequency peaks and the calculated ones are. We conclude,

as did Arakeri, that these high peaks correspond to Tollmien-Schlicht-

ing waves created by a spatially growing instability in the laminar

boundary layer upstreim of separation. These disturbances are-probably

further amplified in the laminar part of the separation streamline. We

believe that this is the reason for their appearance in every part of

the separated zone and for their decay downstream of reattachment when

turbulent fluctuations overcome them.

Figure 3.62 contains both the high frequency and the low frequency

peaks obtained for the location x/D z 0.609. Once it appeared, the fre-

quency of the low frequency peak did not depend on location and the above

point was chosen for the discussion, since it was, for most of the test

velocities, in the turbulent part of the separated zone (thus providing

the two peaks). From the graph it appears that:

f c u3 / 2

As noted before, a proper choice of the length scale would provide a

dimensionless number that would be independent of velocity. The task is

fairly easy for the higher peak since it is clearly associated with the

laminar boundary layer. A connonly used length scale for laminar boundary

-12
layers is the momentum thickness,e . Since e u-I/ 2  it follows that

I I ,, ., I
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3/2
fe/u. should be constant and thus that f - u. , a relation clearly shown in

Figure 3.62.

The choice of a length scale for the lower peak is not quite so

straightforward. In the discussion to follow, an attempt will be made to

find such a scale, one that will also explain the differences between the

spectra of the three noses.

Il1.4 Discussion

111.4.1 Comparison to Other Sources

We begin with a comparison between the present results and the avail-

able literature. Measurements made by Mohsen (1967) are probably the most

detailed available study of pressure fluctuations in separated flows. His

measurements, made with a 0.25-inch microphone, were carried out on a down-

stream facing step, an upstream facing step, and a fence. The first two are

similar to the step and blunt noses, respectively. Mohsen also made average

pressure measurements and injected smoke to determine the dimensions of the

separated bubbles. His average static pressure distribution on the upstream

facing step is similar to the present blunt nose results, although his

dimensions of the separated bubbles are quite different (his were x/H=2.5

and 5 for the upstream and downstream steps). The maximum rms values of

the fluctuating pressure obtained by him were 5.5 and 11 percent for tie

backward and forward facing steps, respectively, similar to the present

results after taking into account that Mohsen filtered out the low fre-

quency part of the spectrum. He also found that the point of maximum rins

on the forward facing step was far upstream of reattachment, unlike the

backward facing step where the maximum occurred close to the reattachment
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zone. Mohsen's power spectra obey the same characteristic behavior ob-

served in the present experiments; that is, formation of a peak in the

spectrum only in the downstream part of the separated zone and downstream

of reattachment. Considering that his measurements were made under dif-

ferent flow conditions, namely, in a very thick turbulent boundary layer,

the similarity in the results is quite remarkable.

The same characteristics of the spectra were observed by Greshilov

et al. (1969) behind a downstream facing step and by Fricke and Stevenson

(1968) and Fricke (1971) downstream of a fence. The rms values obtained by

Greshilov and Fricke compared favorably with the present step nose results

and they were also similar to the rms values obtained by Stahl (9980) behind

a sudden expansion in a pipe. Measurements made in jets by Michalke and

Fuchs (1975) showed that the peaks in the pressure fluctuations spectrum

varied as they proceeded downstream along the jet. They found further that

the characteristic wavelength was proportional to axial distance; that is,

theStrouhal number was proportional to I/x. Similar results are shown by

Fuchs et al. (1978) in Figure 5. They interpreted their results as being due

to the growth of vortices in the free shear layer created by the jet. Their

model is that of a series of vortex rings which interact to create larger

vortices. The existence of a large coherent structure in mixing layers was

reported in several experiments made in plane free shear layers by Brown

and Roshko (1974), Dimotakis and Brown (1976), Konrad (1976), and Winant

and Browand (1974). In all these works the size of the vortices grew

linearly with distance from the starting point. The measured frequencies

of velocity fluctuations, together with flow visualization, confirmed this

linear growth. As mentioned before, correlations between velocity
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fluctuations (both components) and pressure fluctuations made by Lau,

Fisher, and Fuchs (1972) showed that the pressure fluctuations correlated

strongly with the fluctuating velocities and had the same dependence on the

motion of the large scale turbulent eddies.

Measurements made by Eaton and Johnson (1980) behind a downstream

facing step show that the difference between a plane mixing layer and a

reattaching separated flow is concentrated in the region close to the wall,

and the main characteristics of the shear layer remained almost unchanged.

Their spectral measurements of velocity fluctuations (measured above the

separated zone) showed, at least qualitatively, that the peak frequency

was shifted to lower values with distance. The peaks became rounded

(much broader band) when the same measurements were made within the mixing

zone. Based on these results, it seems quite surprising that neither the

present measurements nor any other pressure fluctuation measurements on

the surface of a body within a separated zone contain any trace of the

motion and growth of those vortices. This is taken to mean that the pres-

sure fluctuation measurements on the surface of the body do not contain any

information about the development of the fluctuating pressure in the free

shear layer above, or at least the information is "screened" by the flow

inside the recirculating zone. The reasons for this "screening" effect

are not clear, but its existence makes the calculations done by Fricke

(1971) doubtful. He assumed that the main source of noise came from

the turbulent fluctuations in the shear layer above the measuring microphone.

III.4.2 The Turbulent Spectral Peaks

The question yet to be answered is,if the transducer does not sense
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the development of the free mixing layer, what does it sense and what is

the source of the peak in the spectrum obtained in all three noses? The

probable answer is based on the observation that the spectral peak be-

comes distinct under the turbulent part of the separated zone and es-

pecially in the reattachment region. Even though, for some reason, the

existence of the growing eddies in the mixing layer is screened by the

reverse flow, there seems to be no flow mechanism that would shield

these eddies from the transducer near the reattachment zone. Thus, one

might suspect that the source of this "preferred" frequency comes from the

characteristic size of the mixing layer eddy at reattachment. If all the

above is true, the characteristic frequency obtained should correspond to

the length and the height of the separated zone, and especially to the tur-

bulent part of this zone. These dimensions might be expected to determine

the size and the spacing of any large-scale vortex structure. Brown and

Roshko (1974) and Dimotakis and Brown (1976) showed that in a plane mixing

layer:

3.56w < Z < 5.06w

where Z is the spacing between two vortices, and 6w is the slope thickness

defined as:

6 _ Au
1u)

where Au is the velocity difference across a shear layer and (u/aY)max is
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the maximum average velocity gradient in the layer. They also show that:

d6 = 0.181 Au
dx 2 UAv

leading to:

0.63(x-xo ) 2_ < 0.91 (x-x )

If the convection velocity at reattachment is half of the free stream veloc-

ity, then:

f 0.5u
£

where u is the velocity outside of the separated zone.

In order to apply these relations to the reattaching separated flow,

one must bear in mind that these relationships do not take into account

the curved streamlines and the large pressure gradients in the reattach-

ment zone. However, the results of Eaton and Johnson (1980) show that the

slope thickness behind a downstream facing step obey the relation mentioned

above, and their result for the vortex spacing is:

1. 5.5 6w

a result close to the upper bound of Dimotakis and Brown. As a result, it

seems appropriate to choose this upper bound as an approximated expression

for 2, leading to:

Z 0.9(x-x0 )

and by neglecting x0

f 0.5u

If x is chosen to be the length of the separated zone and assuming that
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the velocity at reattachment is u. then

O.5uf =
O.9L

So a characteristic Strouhal number would be:

St =fL = 0.56U0,

One should bear in mind that this argument ignores the fact that part of

the separation streamline is laminar, not obeying the turbulent similarity

rules, and that the shear layer in separated flows has a curved path longer

than the length of the separated bubble.

The next stage will be to compare the experimental results to the

Strouhal number obtained. The average pressure measurements on the surface

of the blunt nose, the jets injected from its surface, and the measurements

by Ota (1975) show that the dimensions of the separated zone are independent

of velocity and a characteristic length will be:

L = 1.7D

So, the expected frequency is given by

u.
f = 0.56 l7

or

fD = 0.33
U.

From Figures 3.47, 3.48 and 3.49

0.28
U0.
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The comparison is not straightforward for the other two noses, due

to a lack of knowledge of the length of the separated zone. However, an

attempt will be made to use the available data. The flow visualization

techniques described in Chapter 2 can help in determining the points of

laminar separation and transition in the separating stream line, but

cannot locate the reattachment point. The presently available data about

reattachment are the points where the fluctuating pressure reaches a

maximum. Due to previously made remarks, the characteristic frequency

will be calculated using two length scales. The first one will be the

distance between the separation point and reattachment, Lt,and the second

will be the distance between the point where the separating streamline

starts "rolling up" and reattachment, L2.

The calculated frequency of fluctuations on the surface of the

hemisphere is presented in Table 3-2. The data on separation and transi-

tion were taken from Figure 2.23, and the location of the peaks in rms values

were taken from Figure 3.30.

Table 3-2 Calculated frequencies of turbulent pressure fluctuations

on the surface of the hemispherical nose

ReD  U xr/D x sep/D x tr/D LI/D f I L2/D f 2[ft/sec] O.56u/L l  0.56u./L2

l.lx10 5  6.83 0.681 0.45 0.55 0.23 100 Hz 0.13 175 Hz

1.41xTO5  8.75 0.659 0.45 0.54 0.21 140 Hz 0.12 245 Hz

2.34x10 5  14.5 0.609 0.46 0.52 0.15 325 Hz 0.089 547 Hz

The results were plotted in Figure 3.63, and compared to the

analyzed results of the pressure fluctuation measurements. As one can
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* observe, f is lower than the measured value, and f2 falls within the

experimental results. The agreement is amazinq, especially considering

the rough approximations used.

The reattachment point on the surface of the step nose is estim-

ated as the center of the region where the positive peaks exceed the

negative ones in the probability plots (Figures 3.21 to 3.28). The

separation and transition pnints are estimated from Figure 2.26. The

results are tabulated in Table 3-3

Table 3-3 Calculated frequencies of turbulent pressure fluctuations

on the surface of the step nose

uW
ReD [ft/sec] Xr/D x sep/D xtr/D LID fl(Hz] L2/D f2[Hz)

1.39x10 5  8.59 0.719 0.46 0.555 0.26 105 0.16 170

1.84x10 5  11.43 0.712 0.46 0.54 0.25 145 0.17 214

2.29x10 5  14.21 0.704 0.46 0.53 0.24 188 0.17 266

2.63x10 5  16.28 0.689 0.46 0.52 0.23 225 0.17 305

2.89x105  17.91 0.689 0.455 0.52 0.23 248 0.17 335

3.17x10 5  19.62 0.689 0.45 0.52 0.24 260 0.17 367

3.42x10 5  21.21 0.682 0.45 0.52 0.23 293 0.16 421

3.63x10 5  22.47 0.682 0.45 0.52 0.23 311 0.16 447

It should be noted that the values of L are quite crude, mainly due

to the subtraction of two numbers which have nearly the same value. The

above results are compared to the experiments in Figure 3.53. It seems

that the experimental frequencies fall between the calculated values. Again,

a very crude analysis achieved surprising agreement.



According to Mabey (1972), who collected results from various

sources, the Strouhal number, fL/u, varied from 0.5 to 0.8 (his calcu-

lations included the results of Mohsen, Fricke, and Greshilov et al.

mentioned before. He claimed that the "universal" Strouhal number

implied a feedback process between conditions at the reattachment and

separation points. Mabey claimed that this relation will be inap-

propriate when there was a strong coherent disturbance in the wake.

The present analysis suggests that the peak in the spectrum is an

outcome of the coherent structure in the wake. By incorporating the

results on a plane shear layer to estimate the size of the eddy near

reattachment, it was possible to calculate the frequency of the peak

in the spectrum once the dimensions of the separated zone were known.

As noted before, the question of why the spectra did not display the

characteristic frequencies of the free shear layer upstream of re-

attachment cannot be answered at this time.

Another surprising result is the disappearance of the pressure

fluctuations associated with the laminar boundary layer upstream of separa-

tion from the step nose spectrum. Since the pressure distribution on the

surface of this nose is quite similar to the hemisphere, one may suspect

that the boundary layer development will be similar, and as a result the

same instabilities will develop. It is quite surprising that no such

trace can be observed. We believe that this is a result of the same

"screening" behavior of the reverse flow responsible for the disappearance
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of the shear layer peaks. Some small traces of high frequency peaks can

be seen on the spectrum presented in Figure 3.52. According to Figures

3.61 and 3.62, it is the proper frequency of an amplified boundary layer

disturbance, but the level of these peaks is very low compared with the

turbulent part of the spectrum.

111.4.3 Low Frequency Fluctuations

It was noted before that by filtering the signal of the fluctua-

tions on the step nose with a high-pass filter at 90 Hz (24 db per octave)

the maximum rms level dropped from 7 to 5.5 percent, which was a significant

difference. These low frequency peaks, originating either from the back-

ground noise of the tunnel, or from the fluctuations in the dimensions

of the separated zone and should not be ignored. According to Eaton and

Johnson, more than 30 percent of the turbulence intensity was at frequen-

cies lower than a third of the peak associated with coherent structure in

the shear layer. They coupled these low spectral peaks with the motion

of the free shear layer. In the present results, the disappearance of

the high positive pressure peaks near reattachment when the signal is

filtered (compare Figures 3.25 and 3.29), supports the suggestion that

these high positive peaks are caused by the motion of the boundary

of the separated zone and by the impingement of the reattaching

free shear layer. It should be noted that the existence of low frequency

fluctuations was also reported in plane free shear layer experiments.

Some remarks concerning these fluctuations are made by Dimotakis and Brown

-- i I I I.... . ...
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(1976) and Jimenez (1979).

111.4.4 Effect of Transducer Size on the Measurements

A detailed discussion about the effect of the transducer on the

measurements is given in Appendix III-A. From the discussion in this

appendix it seems that the only results significantly affected by the

dimensions of the transducer are the measurements on the surface of the

hemisphere, and especially the high frequency part of these measurements.

The spectra of the fluctuating pressure on the surface of either the

blunt or the step nose contain peaks whose corresponding wavelength is

sufficiently large compared to the transducer diameter, preventing any

serious doubt concerning the validity of these results.

111.4.5 Summary

The present chapter describes and discusses the measurements of

pressure fluctuations on the surface of bodies whose boundary layer under-

goes laminar separation and turbulent reattachment.

The maximum rms values of the fluctuating pressure are 19, 7, and

3- 5.5 percent of the dynamic head for the blunt, step, and hemispherical

noses, respectively. The peak values obtained from the probability dis-

tribution histograms are at least three to four times larger. The magnitude

of the peaks with a probability of occurrence of 2.5 percent are half to

two-thirds of those with 0.1 percent probability. The negative peaks are lar-

ger than the positive ones at almost any point of measurement excluding the

reattachment zone where the positive peaks exceed the negative ones.

These high positive peaks are originated from the low frequency part of
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the spectrum and are probably associated with the motion of the separat-

ing stream line.

The spectra contain peaks that appear in the turbulent part of

the separated zone, and downstream of the reattachment point. It

is suggested that these frequency peaks are associated with the turbulent

coherent structures of the free shear layer near reattachment. The

Strouhal number based on the length of the separated zone and the free

stream velocity is approximately equal to 0.56 for all the noses tested.

The spectrum of the hemisphere contains peaks associated with the

Tollmien Schlichting waves. These waves are not detected on the surface

of the step and blunt noses for reasons yet unknown.

I I I I -- i i '" .. . . _i
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Fig. 3.5. Probability density and distribution histograms of pressure
fluctuations at x/D=.578 and ReD =3.0 x105 displaying the effects of
signal filterings.(Sampling time is 12 seconds.)
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Fig. 3.6. Probability density and distribution histograms of pressure
fluctuations at x/D=l. 078and Re =2.85 x 105 displaying the effects of
filtering when the sampling timP is'102 seconds.
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Fig. 3.7. Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the blunt
body at x/D= 0.328.
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Fig. 3.8. Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the
blunt body at x/100.578.
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Fig. 3.9. Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the
blunt body at x/D= 0.828.
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Fig. 3.10. Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the
blunt body at x/D= 1.08.
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Fig. 3.11. Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the
blunt body at x/D= .328.
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Fig. 3.12. Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the
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Fig. 3.13. Peak values of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the
blunt body at x/D= 1.828.
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Fig. 3.15. Axial distribution of the pressure fluctuation peaks on the
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Fig. 3.17. Axial distribution of the pressure fluctuation peaks on the
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Fig. 3.18. Axial distribution of the pressure fluctuation peaks on the
surface of the blunt body. u= 21 ft/sec , Re D= 3.4 x 105.
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Fig. 3.22. Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the
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Fig. 3.23. Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the sur-
face of the step body. u.= 14.2 ft/sec ,Re D=2. 29 x105.
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Fig. 3.24. Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the sur-
face of the step body. u.= 16.3 ft/sec , ReD1 2.63 x 10-5.
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Fig. 3.25. Axial distribution of pressure fluctuation peaks on the
surface of the step body. u =17.9ft/sec , ReD=2.89x10 5.
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IV. CAVITATION PHENOMENA

Introduction: This chapter will focus on cavitation phenomena asso-

ciated with the flow around the test bodies. The first section contains

a brief description of the equipment and the procedures of measurement

followed by a presentation of the experimental results in the second sec-

tion. These results include photographic and holographic illustrations,

measurements of cavitationinception and desinence indices, measurements of

the population of bubbles in different sections of the flow field prior to

and during cavitation,and the relations between several fully wetted flow

phenomena and the location of cavitation inception. These experimental

results will be discussed and compared with the existing literature in the

last section.

IV.l Experimental Procedures

IV.l.l Cavitation Inception and Desinence Measurements

The inception of cavitation was determined visually under strobo-

scopic light. The tunnel velocity was kept constant and the pressure was

gradually reduced from ambient conditions until the desired form of cavi-

tation appeared. At that moment the output of the tunnel pressure trans-

ducer was frozen and recorded, together with the tunnel velocity. The

vacuum pump was turned off after each test and' the water was recirculated

for at least ten minutes at atmospheric pressure. This length of time

was required to reduce the amount of bubbles in the free stream. The

desinence measurements were carried out by lowering the tunnel pressure

t
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until cavitation appeared and then slowly increasing the pressure until

the last signs of cavitation disappeared. The process was repeated only

after recirculating the water as in the inception test.

The cavitation number was computed by recording the room temperature

and obtaining the proper vapor pressure from steam tables. The correction

of tunnel velocity and pressure due to the expansion of the test section

area was similar to the corrections made during the computations of the

average pressure coefficient. The amount of air dissolved in the water

varied from 10 to 11 ppm (molar) and was measured with a Van Slyke

apparatus. This air content was achieved by running the water tunnel in

a low pressure for several hours before starting the experiments.

IV.l.2 Holographic and Photographic Methods

In a manner similar to the flow visualization experiments, holograms

were -ecorded with the ruby laser holocamera and reconstructed either by

using the conventional procedure or the schlieren reconstruction described

in Chapter I. The population of bubbles in different sections of the flow

field was determined by counting the number of bubbles in the reconstructed

image with a magnification of 220X. The exact position and the size of the

counted volume is indicated prior to the presentatior: of the results for

each of the bodies and they include several sections within and outside of

the separated zones. The results are presented, either by tabulating the

number of bubbles counted in different sections of the flow field or by

plotting the number density distribution function defined as

("R + R2  Number of bubbles per unit volume with radii between RI & R2
2 R 2 RI
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against the bubble radius.

The photographs presented in this chapter were recorded with a

35 m camera and by using a flashlamp that provided a 2-3 microsecond

light pulse.

IV.2 Observations and Measurements of Cavitation Phenomena

IV.2.1 Two-Inch Blunt Body

Two photographs of cavitation on the two-inch blunt body are shown

in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the first being of inception and the second of a

more developed state. As is evident from these pictures, the first cavi-

ties appear far from the surface, forming a series of rings around the

body that remind us of the series of vortices observed during the flow

visualization measurements (see Figure 1.15). A closer look at the first

cavitating bubbles with the help of the holocamera is demonstrated in

Figure 4.3. These nonspherical bubbles are located at x/D = 0.89 and

0.96and y/D= 0.13 and 0.22 respectively, lower than the upper boundary

of the mixing layer determined in Chapter 2, but in agreement with the

points of maximum shearmeasured by Ota and Motegi 1980). Bubbles of such size and

shape do not exist in any point upstream of the region displayed in these

holograms.

The relation between the shear layer and the cavitating bubbles is

best demonstrated in Figure 4.4. This hologram demonstrates the bubble

population above and below the mixing layer, between x/D = 0.23 and 0.45

and y/D = 0.11 and 0.27,when the body is fully cavitating downstream. The

larger nonspherical bubbles appear in a clearly defined line whose

U
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dimensions agree with the maximum shear points according to Ota (1980)

(y/D = 0.16 and 0.27 at x/D = 0.1 and 0.5, respectively). The region

below is full of smaller spherical bubbles, probably fed by the macro-

scopic cavities that exist downstream, but very few bubbles can be seen

above the line defined by the larger bubbles.

This clear relation between the bubble population and the flow

field when the body is cavitating can also be observed prior to cavita-

tion inception. These observations were made by comparing the population

of bubbles in different sections above the body surface prior to the

appearance of the large cavities. The holograms examined were recorded

in a "steady state" condition, meaning that the tunnel pressure and veloc-

ity were kept constant for at least ten minutes before the firing of the laser.

t Three examples of bubble distribution are presented in Figures 4-5a,b,c,

corresponding to cavitation numbers of 3.55, 3.00 and 2.56, respectively.

Each figure displays the number of bubbles found in several half-inch deep

sections that together cover the separated zone and part of the external

field. A comparison between the bubble population in two different sec-

tions defined by the dashed lines in Figure 4.5 are plotted in Figures

4.6a-j (Figures 4.5a,b,c correspond to Figures 4.6b,g,j, respectively).

These graphs and the more detailed distributions in Figure 4.5 suggest

that the population of bubbles inside the recirculation zone is larger

than the population just above the mixing layer boundaries. This differ-

ence is more pronounced in the lower cavitation indices, but is still evi-

dent in all the flow conditions. For example, in Figures 4.6a and 4.6b

(a= 4.74 and 3.55, respectively) the discrepancies are very small and the j
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* second graph shows that some large bubbles exist in the free stream and

none within the separated zone. However, when the cavitation index is

lowered to about three (Figures 4.6c,e,f, and g) larger bubbles appear in

the entire flow field and the population within the separated zone becomes

much larger than the population outside. A further reduction in the cavi-

tation index (Figures 4.6d, h, i, and j) to about 2.5 brings this difference

in the population of the larger bubbles to more than an order of magnitude.

The details in Figures 4.5b and c suggest also that the population of

bubbles within the separated zone is not uniform being larger between

y/D = 0.07 and 0.21 and x/D = 0.25 and 0.5. The differences are even

larger than shown in these figures, since the depth of each counted volume

(= 0.5 inch) causes an overlap in the distance from the surface of the

body.

These growing differences in bubble population, and especially

the nonuniformity in bubble density inside the separation zone causes us

to suspect that the flow is already cavitating, at least in a limited

scale. However, the radius of the largest bubble does not exceed 160

microns, much smaller than the cavities shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.3, and

the presently displayed steady state results lack any sign of explosive

growth or collapse of bubbles. Thus, we suggest that the largt shearing

forces and the slower recirculating flow that increases the residence time

of a bubble inside the separated zone are also major contributors to the

increasing differences in bubble population. This suggestion does not

exclude the possibility that some occasional microscale cavitation has

already occurred somewhere in the separated zone. However, the size and
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the population in any of these holograms is still at least an order of mag-

nitude smaller than the population of bubbles during macroscopic cavitation

as demonstrated in Figure 4.4.

The cavitation inception and desinence indices are plotted against

the body Reynolds number in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Unlike presently mea-

sured flow parameters, (the dimensions of the separated zone, the average

pressure distribution and the rms and peak values of the fluctuating pres-

sure) the cavitation inception and desinence numbers do depend on velo-

city growing both from about 1.3 to 1.9 when the Reynolds number is in-

creased from 2xlO 5 to 3.8xi05 . The minimum pressure coefficient mea-

sured on the surface of this body (average plus the largest negative peak)

being around -1.3 to -1.4 may justify the cavitation inception indices

for the lower velocities, but is definitely insufficient for the higher

Reynolds numbers. These results are in agreement with the observation

that the first cavitating bubbles appear in the center of the shear layer

far from the surface of the body. Further discussion will follow the

presentation of the rest of the results.

IV.2.2 Half-Inch Blunt Body

Similar to the larger blunt nose, the first cavitating bubbles appear

far from the surface and form a series of rings around the body. Two holo-

graphic illustrations are presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 displaying the

explosive nature and the nonspherical shape of these cavities.

Two probability density histograms, the first being of the axial and

the second of the radial location of cavitation inception are presented in

Figures 4.11a and b. These results are accumulated from a series of 25

holograms, all of them recorded in the same velocity, 21 ft/sec. As is
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evident from these figures, the most probable location of cavitation

inception is centered between x/D = 0.8 and 1.1 and around y/D = 0.18.

This clearly defined section of the separation zone is located upstream

of reattachment and far downstream of the separation point. The radial

location is in agreement with the maximum shear line that according to Ota

and Motegi (1980) is Iocated aroundy/D;Q.2 at x/D=l.0, but his results do not

give any justification for the axial location of cavitation inception.

However, the present measurements on the surface of the two-inch

blunt body indicate that the minimum average pressure (Fig. 2.3)

and the peak in the pressure fluctuations (Fig. 3.11 and 12) are also

located around x/D = 1.0. Moreover, the first high positive peaks

of pressure fluctuations that are presently associated with the re-

attachment zone appear at x/D = 1.25, just downstream of the major

cavitating section. The location of cavitation inception was not

determined in such a detail on the two-inch body. However, the few

holograms checked were in agreement with the present observation

(Figure 4.3).

The population of bubbles under noncavitating conditions was

determined in two different sections of the flow field (Figure 4.12).

The first section is enclosed almost entirely by the upper boundary

of the mixing layer, and the second section is located in the free stream

above. The results, representing two different experimental procedures

are presented in Figure 4.13 a-i; the first group ta-g) being of a non-

steady state condition meaning that the tunnel pressure was gradually

reduced from a = 5.0 to the values shown in each of the figures,and

the second group (h and i) being of steady state conditions.
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Similar to the results for the larger blunt body,the population

of bubbles within the separated zone is almost always larger than the

population outside. The difference is clearer when the cavitation

number is lower and when the hologram is recorded in steady state

conditions. For example, a comparison between the last two figures

shows a small difference in the population of bubbles when a = 1.783

(Fig. 4,13h) and a clear and large difference when a = 1.52 (Fig. 4.13i).

The same trend exists also in Figures 4.13a-g but the differences in

bubble density are smaller and in two of the holograms (4,13a and e)

the population is identical.

Another clear observation is the large difference between the

population of bubbles in the steady and the nonsteady state conditions.

This difference reaches a 2:1 ratio in the population of small bubbles

(0-10 microns radius) and almost an order of magnitude in the density

of the larger ones. Moreover, the population in Figures 4.13a-g is

almost equal to the results obtained earlier for cavitation indices

of 2.5-4 (Figure 4.6). This observation suggests that the rate of

pressure reduction in the present cavitation inception experiments

is sufficiently fast to avoid a significant change in free stream

bubble population.

There is also quite a large scatter in the nonsteady state

results themselves even for the same velocities and cavitation indices.

For example there is a 2.5:1 ratio between the bubble population in

Figures 4.13b and c,and a 2:1 ratio between the population of large

bubbles (>10 microns radius) in Figures 4.13f and g.

The cavitation inception and desinence indices are plotted against

the Reynolds number in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, respectively. The
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inception data is scattered all over the graph, the highest being 1.2

and the lowest being 0.3. Since the base pressure coefficient measured

on this body is equal to -0.5 (Figure 2;8) these results imply that under

certain conditions cavitation inception occurs when the water

inside the separated zone is under tension,even without bringing the

fluctuations in pressure into consideration. These quite surprising

results are probably related to the differences in the population of free

stream bubbles observed earlier and require further consideration. The

desinent cavitation indices are more organized growing from 1.25 to

1.45 when the Reynolds number is changed from 5.7x104 to 9.4xlO 4.

A comparison between the present results and the data for the two-

inch blunt body suggests that the cavitation inception (or desinence)

indices depend on the Reynolds number. The present results are in

agreement with the experiments of Kermeen and Parkin (1957) on a

series of sharp edged disks. Their cavitation inception indices vary

from 1.3 to 1.5 for Reynolds numbers between 6x1O4 and 9xlO 4,and from

1.5 to 2.0 for Reynolds numbers between IxlO 5 and 3.5xi0 5 . Their

data display a large scatter in the inception numbers (between 0.2 and

1.6) for the quarter inch diameter disk,and a smaller but still sig-

nificant scatter, for the 3/4 inch diameter disk.

IV.2.3 Hemispherical Headform Body

Three distinct forms of cavitation can be visually observed on

the hemispherical body. The first form, not necessarily associated

with separated flows, is the travelling bubble cavitation, illustrated

in a photograph in Figure 4.16 and in a holographic image in Figure
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4.24. The second form,whose connection to separated flows was first

established by Arakeri (1973) and later verified by Gates (1977) and

Van Der Meulen (1977),is the band type cavitation,demonstrated in a

photograph in Figure 4.17 and in a hologram in Figure 4.22. When the

water tunnel is filled with a large number of free stream bubbles the

band type cavity partially disappears,and the cavitating zone appears

to be less organized containing a mixture of band and travelling bubble

cavitation as illustrated in Figure 4.18. Another form,- the bubble

ring cavitation observed by Parkin and Kermeen (1953) and by Holl

and Carroll (l979) was not observed in the present experiments, at least

not to the naked eye.

The major interest in the present study is in the band type

cavitation, particularly in the origin of the cavities in the separated

zone. All the sources mentioned above confirm that several bubbles

whose dimensions are comparable to the height of the separated zone

can be observed prior to the formation of the band, first, near the

reattachment point, and then within the recirculation zone. These bubbles

exist either in a "steady" form (bubble ring cavitation),or as an

intermediate stage that transforms very fast to a large cavity that

occupies most of the separation zone. However, none of these sources

provide any evidence for the source of these relatively large cavitating

bubbles. The holograms presented in Figures 4.19 and 4.20 demonstrate

a very early stage of cavitation inception and provide us with a clear

suggestion for the origin of these cavitating bubbles. They seem to

be concentrated in a narrow region, near x/D = 0.6 in Figure 4.19 and

0.58 in Figure 4,20, slightly downstream of the previously predicted
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reattachment points (Fig. 2.23). None of these bubbles is attached

to the surface,and their diameter varies from 10 to 300 microns Cactually

only one bubble is larger than 200 microns) in the first hologram and

from 10 to 100 microns in the second one. The vertical location of the

bubbles upstream of the inception point, some of them appearing as far

as 1.5 mm from the surface, almost an order of magnitude higher than

the size of the laminar part of the separated zone,(Figure 2.24)

excludes the possibility that these bubbles are swept upstream by

the reverse flow. This observation suggests that the first sign of a

large number of visible (> 10 micron diameter) cavitation nuclei

appears in the turbulent shear layer upstream of the cavitation

inception point. This observation is also demonstrated by a detailed

distribution of bubble population shown in Figure 4.25. The main

cavitating zone appears to be concentrated near x/D = 0.6 and an

increased bubble population can be detected 1.6 nmm upstream (x/D = 0.57)

and 0.5 mm (x/D = 0.73) downstream. One can notice that several

bubbles larger than 20 microns in diameter are found also in the sec-

tion above y/D 0.024 and between x/D = 0.57 and 0.6,but not in any

other section upstream of the cavitation inception zone,including the

interior and the region above and upstream of the separation zone.

These observations raise a serious doubt about the direct role of

the laminar boundary layer and the pressure field upstream of the

separation point in the inception of cavitation.

Free stream bubbles that do grow due to the potential pressure

field may become the source of nuclei for the present cavitation pro-

cess. This possibility is demonstrated in Figure 4.21 that shows a

1.e
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hologram of a 300 micron bubble being torn apart while being entrained

by the shear layer upstream of the reattachment zone, but far from the

surface. As noted by Gates (1977), when the free stream bubbles are

sufficiently large (as the one shown in Figure 4.24) they affect the

flow field around the body resulting in the form of cavitation that is

demonstrated in Figure 4.18. However, when these large bubbles are

absent (as in Figure 4.19 and 20) the growth of free stream bubbles from

a microscopic size (=10 microns diameter) to a visible form of cavita-

tion occurs in a limited section of the flow field - in the turbulent

mixing layer developed downstream of the transition point up to the

reattachment zone.

The transition from this micro cavitation to a fully developed

band occurs very fast usually starting at an arbitrary point (but at

the same axial location) and expanding all around the body. The fully

developed cavity is demonstrated in Figures 4.22 and 4.23, the first

one,in a small magnification,displaying a major part of the cavitating

zone,and the second one,in a higher magnification,concentrating on the

laminar and cavitation separation points. As observed by Arakeri

(1973), the leading edge of the cavity is contained within the laminar

separated bubble being smooth and stable in the upstream part and

becoming unstable further downstream. The distance between the leading

edge of the cavity and the laminar separation point is plotted against

the cavitation index in Figure 4.26. The results, scaled with the

body diameter, are scattered between 0.024 and 0.032 and show some

dependence on velocity but not on the cavitation index. The point

of laminar separation, also plotted in Figure 4.26, moves upstream
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when the cavitation number is reduced but does not show a noticeable de-

* pendence or velocity. This trend is in agreement with the detailed obser-

vations by Arakeri (1973) and earlier results of Brennen (1969)* but the

present results are slightly lower when compared for the same velocity and

cavitation index (he measured a larger distance between the laminar and

cavitation separation points and a higher angle of laminar separation).

The population of bubbles counted in the sections described

in Figure 4.27,prior to cavitation inception,but at a comparable

pressure,are presented in Figure 4.28a-h. All the holograms were

recorded under nonsteady state conditions; the first group (a-f) was

recorded after lowering the tunnel pressure from ambient conditions, and

the second group (g and h) after keeping the cavitation index in the

test section equal to three for at least ten minutes. Due to the

present low cavitation indices and the lack of any means for bubble

removal in the water tunnel, it was impossible to maintain the flow in

steady state conditions without filling the tunnel with an enormous

quantity of large bubbles (possibly due to cavitation inception some-

where else in the test facility).

The most important observation concerning the present cavitation

inception measurements is the low population of bubbles with radii

larger than ten microns in Figures 4.28a-f. There are nine in one

of the holograms k4T28a),and a single bubble all over the sample volume

in two of the others (4.28d and f). The population of these relatively

large bubbles in Figures 4..28b,c and e is comparable to the non-

steady state results in Figures 4.13a-g but much lower than any ofite

steady state popula-ions (Figure 4.6 and 4.13.h and i) in any cavitation

t

Cavitation State of Knowledge, ASME, p. 141.
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index. The density of small bubbles (<10 microns radius),however,is

quite large and has the same order of magnitude as most of the pre-

viously presented results. These observations provide us with an idea

about the characteristic size of bubbles that may act as cavitation

nuclei during the present cavitation inception index measurements,

since the experimental procedures are identical. The population of

bubbles in the last two figures (4.28g and h) is significantly larger,

and the results are of the same order of magnitude as the steady state

populations in Figures 4,6 and 4.13. This agreement between figures

4.28g and h and Figure 4.6,and the large differences between the

results obtained for two different experimental procedures presented in

Figure 4.28 suggest again that the rate of pressure reduction during the

present cavitation inception measurements is sufficiently high to

prevent a significant change in free stream bubble population. The

implication of these observations will be discussed later.

The section that covers the separation zone (section No. I in

Fig. 4.27) contains almost the same amount of bubbles as the fluid

above,and so are the results for the rest of the counted sections.

Moreover, there is not even one single bubble with a radius larger

than ten microns within the separation zone in all the presently-

counted holograms. One can notice by looking back at Figure 4.25 that

the same observation still holds for those parts of the separation

zone that are not affected yet by the inception of cavitation.

The inception indices for travelling bubble cavitation are plotted

against the Reynolds number in Figure 4.29. The results that scatter

between 0.6 and 0.82 are fairly close to the minimum pressure measured

m( I I I . ., , ,
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on this body (-0.7). The inception indices for band type cavitation,

plotted in Figure 4;30 are scattered between 0.35 and 0.6 and the

desinence indices, plotted in Figure 4.31, are scattered between 0.46

and 0.56. The available literature contains a large number of cavita-

tion inception experiments with the hemispherical body. For example,

Gates (1977) measured inception indices between 0.55 and 0.65, Arakeri

(1979) - between 0.57 and 0.59, Holl and Carroll (1979) - around 0.56

(for the present velocities), Huang t1979) - 0.61 (for a higher

Reynolds number), Arakeri t1973) - between 0.75 and 0.85,and above

all those of Keller (1979) that vary from 0.2 to 1.4. Most of these

results are in agreement with the upper bound of the present obser-

vations but some,especially those of Keller,are much higher. There was

no visible form of cavitation on the present body in such high indices,

not even by running the tunnel for 20 minutes, keeping the cavitation

index equal to 1.2,and flooding the test section with bubbles.

IV.2.4 Step Body

Figure 4.32 is a photograph of an early stage of cavitation on

the step body as it appears to the naked eye. The cavities seem to

appear either in one or two distinct points behind the step creating

a ring that surrounds the body. When the cavitation index is suffi-

ciently low, around 0.6, the cavities climb over the step,as demonstrated

in Figure 4.33,and finally form a band type cavity, similar to the

hemispherical body.

Several holograms that were recorded during cavitation inception

are presented in Figures 4.34-38, the first one being of cavitation

still in a microscale formand the rest in a visible state. The earliest

2 .. . , ,, ., _ ,, , ., ,
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traces of cavitation (Figure 4-34a and b) appear as a large number of

bubbles, only one of them with a radius larger than 50 microns con-

centrated in part of the separation zone,far from the surface of the

body. This large bubble population is clearly demonstrated in Figure

4.34b which is a magnified image of the most populated region of

Figure 4.34a. The whole picture becomes clearer in the holograms

presented in Figure 435 and 36 that were recorded with a heated body.

These holograms provide evidence that the first cavitating bubbles

appear in two distinct sections, the first one being the transition

region of the shear layer,and the second and bigger "cavitation

center" appears almost at the same height far downstream. The bubbles

that do exist, either upstream of the transition zone or below the

shear layer, do not cavitate, as demonstrated in Figure 4.35 and 4.36b.

These holograms that display the image of the cavitating bubbles in the

transition zone, also show 10 micron (radius) bubbles in the laminar

part of the shear layer and several noncavitating circular bubbles

below. The shape and the distinct position of these cavities,and the

previous observations of the coherent eddy structure in the turbulent

shear layer,suggest that the inception of cavitation and the mixing

layer vortices are closely related.

The separation zone upstream of the step when the flow is

cavitating downstream (same hologram as Figure 4..36) are demonstrated

in Figure 4.37. Several small bubbles that may have been swept by

the reverse flow can be detected on the surface of the body downstream

of the separation point but none can be seen upstream. There is no

sign of cavitation anywhere in this region.
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* The holograms in Figures 4.34-37 represent the form of cavitation

for a free stream velocity of 17 ft/sec. When the tunnel speed is

increased to 22 ft/sec some changes occur as demonstrated in Figure

4-38. The distance between the cavities becomes smaller and the main

cavitating zone moves upstream. This observation led to a detailed

study of the cavitation inception points in two different velocities,

17.3 and 22.2 ft/sec,and the results are accumulated in the pro-

bability density histograms that are presented in Figures 4.39a and

b, respectively. At 17.3 ft/sec there are two cavitation centers,

the first one is located at x'/H = 3.25 Ix' being the axial distance

from the step and H the step height) and the second one at 5.75.

At 22.2 ft/sec the inception points move upstream, the first one is

located at x'/H = 2.5 and the second one at 3.75. Both results are

far upstream of the reattachment zone determined from pressure fluc-

tuation measurements (see Table 3-2),and both have a noncavitating

section upstream extending to x'/H = 2 at 17.3 ft/sec and 1 at 22.2

ft/sec. The upstream motion of the cavitation centers may be due to

the earlier transition and reattachment when the free stream velocity

is increased. The large positive peaks of the surface pressure

fluctuations, that are presently associated with the reattachment zone,

first appear at x'/H = 6.9 (x/D = 0.63 in Figure 3..28) and x'/H = 6.0

(x/D - 0.614 in Figure 3;31) for free stream velocities of 17.9 and 21.0

ft/sec, respectively. These points are just downstream of the present

major cavitation center. One can recall that cavitation inception on

the blunt body also occurs just upstream of these large positive peaks.

This common behavior suggests that the most probable point for cavitation

( m i,- _
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Inception in both bodies is located in the most developed section of the

* free shear layer, but upstream of the region that is affected by the re-

attachment. The reason for this phenomenon has yet to be explored.

The distance between the cavitation centers is probably related to

the characteristic distance between neighboring eddies in the shear layer.

Since the first center is located in the transition region, the wavelength

of a disturbance can be related either to the laminar boundary layer in-

stability waves or can be already part of the coherent eddy structure

downstream. The wavelengths of the boundary layer waves can be estimated

from the hemispherical body spectra (figure 3.62) and by assuming that the

disturbances are convected with half of the local external velocity. These

estimates lead to wavelengths of 1.49 mm and 1.36 mm corresponding to free

stream velocities of 17.3 and 22.2 ft/sec, respectively. The distance

between neighboring turbulent shear layer eddies, being proportional to

the axial location, can be estimated by using the previous results (see

the discussion in Chapter III)namely that fL/u= 0.56. By assuming a

convection velocity of half the local velocity, and by replacing L with

the axial distance from the transition point, the resulting wavelength is

= 0.89 (x' - Xr .

The length ' can be estimated by choosing it to be the central point

between the cavitation:centers and obtaining x' from Figure 2.28. The
tr

calculations are tabulated in Table 4-1.
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frequency xLmm] x'[Imm] x'tr[mm] x[mm] distance be-
ReD  from laminar turbulent tween cavitation

D Fig. 3.26 instability shear layer centers [mm]
Lestimated) (observed) (observed) (estimated)(observed)

2.77x105  2270Hz 1.49 4.5 1.4 2.8 2.5

5
3.55xi0 3200Hz 1.36 3.1 1.2 1.7 1.25

Table 4-1. A comparison between the characteristic estimated wavelength of
the laminar instability, the wavelengths of the estimated turbulent shear
layer eddies, and the observed distance between cavitation centers.

These Comparisons indicate that the estimated wavelengths and the observed

distance between cavitation centers have the same order of magnitude and

display a similar trend with velocity.

These distinct centers of inception can also be observed when

cavitation is still in a microscale form as demonstrated in Figure

4.40 that displays the bubble population in various sections of the

flow field during cavitation inception. The highest population is

detected in the neighborhood of x'/H = 2.4 and 6.4 (the exact location

of the cavitating bubbles in this hologram is included in Figure 4.39a),

but the bubble density is relatively high (compared to the upper two

rows) in most of the sections that are within and below the shear layer.

There is no sign of increased bubble population in the sections above

the step. The accumulated density of bubbles in the first three rows

behind the step is compared to the results for the fourth and fifth

rows,and to the population in the upstream sections (marked by a dashed

line) in Figures 4.41a-c (Figure 4.41b presents the results shown in

Figure 4.40). All three counted holograms were recorded under non-

steady state conditions,when the tunnel pressure was lowered from

ambient conditions (similar to Figures 4.28a-f),and when cavitation was

still in a microscale form. The large difference between the population
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of bubbles inside the separation zone and the population either above

the shear layer or upstream of separation is evident from these *

figures,but especially in 4A4lb and c. One can also notice that there

is no significant difference between the bubble population upstream

and above the separation zone. The present "free stream" bubble

density is a little larger than the results presented in Figure 4.28a-f,

but the previous statements concerning the small number of bubbles with

radii larger than ten microns still hold. There are nine in Figure

4.41a, only one in 4.41b (as shown in Figure 4.40),and three bubbles

in Figure 4.41c. These results will be included in the discussion that

follows.

The cavitation inception and desinence indices are plotted

against the Reynolds number in Figures 4.42 and 4.43, respectively.

They both grow from around 0.95 to 1.25 when the Reynolds number is

increased from 2.4x10 5 to 3.8x10 5 . The only available results in the

literature are those of Arakeri (1979) who measured inception indices

of 1.3 and 1.35 in higher Reynolds numbers, 4.54x10 5 and 5.7x10 5 , res-

pectively. Figure 4.42 contains also the cavitation indices of incep-

tion of band type cavitation, and the results are in agreement with

those obtained for the hemispherical headform (see Figure 4.30).
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IV.3 Discussion: The Effect of Bubble Population on Cavitation Inception

There are a few major factors that have to be considered during

an attempt to determine the effect of free stream bubbles on cavitation

inception. The first and most important factor is the population of

bubbles and their size distribution in the neighborhood of the cavita-

ting region. As will be shown later,the results in Figures 4.6, 13,

28 and 41 provide quite a detailed answer to this question, at least

for the present test facility. Secondly, one should determine the

pressures that will force the existing free stream bubbles to an un-

stable state and explosive growth rate. Thirdly, the bubble has to

be exposed to a low pressure for a sufficiently long time,or when

pressure fluctuations are considered, their period must be long enough

for the bubble to respond. Finally, there remains the question of the

probability that all these conditions will be met simultaneously,

meaning that a bubble will exist in the proper section of the flow

field for a sufficiently long time and will be exposed to a pressure

field to which it can respond. The following discussion is an attempt

to provide some answers to these questions.

IV.3.1 Free Stream Bubble Population

The present results suggest that the rate of pressure reduction

during the cavitation inception measurements is sufficiently fast so

that the bubble population at any cavitation index depends mainly on

the original tunnel pressure before it is reduced. For example, the

population of buboles in Figure 4.6 that represents steady state con-
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- ditions (a = 2.5 + 4) is almost equal to the results in Figure

4.13a-g (a = 1.5 + 1.8) and Figure 4.28g and h (a = 0.6 4 0.7) that

represent the population when the pressure is reduced after being kept

for ten minutes at a =3 4. On the other hand, the results presented in

Figures 4-28a-f (o0.64.7) and Figures 4.41a-c (a=l.l) that display the

bubble population when the tunnel pressure is reduced from ambient con-

ditions (similar to the cavitation inception measurements) are much

smaller. Some examples that demonstrate these effects of experimental

procedures on bubble population are presented in Figure 4.44 (the results

are taken from Figures 4.13g and i and 4.28c). These differences are ex-

tremely significant for the population of bubbles with radii larger than

10 microns. Several reasons can be argued for and against these

phenomena starting from the fact that the water in the test section

is super-saturated (being=10 ppm) formost of the displayed conditions,

but is under-saturated in the stagnation chamber or the sections of

slow motion below. There is also the question of the time needed for

undissolved gas to go into the solution in under-saturated water and

vice versa. There is also a possibility of cavitation in the tunnel

pump and this may be the reason that the tunnel cannot be kept at

a = 0.5 + 0.7 for more than 10 seconds without flooding the test

section with bubbles. Thus, it is difficult to make a clear cut

argument to explain these phenomena.

The resolution limits of the present holography system prevents

a clear distinction between the bubbles and solid particles in the

range of 0-10 microns radius,unlike the bigger nuclei. Thus, there

is no certainty that the results for the smallest range represent

only bubbleseven though the water in the tunnel was filtered before

IL Q|
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* recording the holograms and as a result a negligible amount of larger

particles was detected in the test section.

The differences between the population of bubbles within and

above the separation zone were discussed during the presentation of the

results for the blunt bodies. Since these differences depended on the

cavitation index and applied mainly to the steady state conditions

there is no certainty that some limited amount of cavitation did not

occur somewhere inside the shear layer. Thus, the results that will

be used in the present discussion are the population of bubbles above

the separation zone found when the tunnel pressure was lowered from

ambient conditions. There will be, however, some reference to the

steady state results and to the resulting population inside the

separation zone. A series of averaged results are tabulated in Table

4-2. The right column in this table contains the density of bubbles,

n(I), with radius between R and R2 defined by
RI1+R 2

n()= n(-yl- - ) = NR) * (R2 -RI)

Bubble radius Number density, Density, n(R)
(microns) N(R) 4] [Bubbles/m 3]

[Bubbl es/m[ s

Steady state 0-10 1.13xlU13  1.13x108 *

2.5 4 10-25 1.63x0 12  l.07x0 7

25-37.5 8.9x10l10  7.1x10 5

Above the separation 37.5-50 6.2xi0 10  5.0xlO 5

zone 50-75 2.0xlO1 O  8xIO 4

Figure 4.6 75-100 3.4x lO 10  .36xi0 5

100-125 -
*only 4 6a-b 125-150 3.4x1010 1.36x10 5
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tSteady state -0-10 .1.86x10 13  I.86x10 8

a=1.5 4 1.8 10-25 4.47x10 12  2.98x10 7

25-37.5 I.28x10 12  1.02xl10 7

Above the separation 37.5-50 4x101  3.ZxlO 6

zone 50-75 1.2xl01  4.8x105

Figure 4.13h-i 75-100 410 10  l.6x1U5

100-1 25

125-1 50

Non steady,a 0 3.0 0-10 9X10 12  9.5x1076
a = 1.5+1.7 10-25 1.03x101  6.9x106

Figure 4,.13a-g 25-37.5 2.3x10 11  1.84xl10 6

37.5-50 2.3x10 10  l.84x10 5

138Non steady,a 0 3.0 0-10 2.410 122.410 7
a--0.5+0.7 10-25 1.8x10 1.2x107

Figure 4.28g-h 25-37.5 l.8x101  l.44x106

Non steady,from ambient 0-10 2.7xl10 13  2.7xl08

10-25 2.SxlO 111.9x10 6

Figure 4-41a-c 25-37.5

Non steady from ambient 0-10 l.6x10 13  1.6x10 8

aZ0.5+0.7 10-25 4.3x10 11  2.9xl06

Figure 4 28a-f 25-37.5

37.5-50 2x10 10  1.6x105

Table 4-2 Averaged number density (NCR)) and density (nLM)) of

bubbles counted in the holograms in various experimental

procedures. All the results are of the sample volume above

the separation zone. The last two sections represent the

population of bubbles during the cavitation inception
measurements.
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41 IV.3.2 Conditions for Instability

The pressureP,that is required to bring a vapor bubble to an un-

stable state satisfies the equation

- 4T

T being the surface tension and PV the vapor pressure. This relation

can be derived from the Rayleigh-Plesset equation (see Knapp et al

(1970)). Some numerical values are presented in Table 4-,3.

R imicrons) P'Pv psi Ac (u =15-ft/I Ac Lu.=20 ft/I Ac Cu =25 ft/)
sec sec sec

1 -14.3 -9.3 -5.2 -3.35

2 - 7.13 -4.6 -2.6 -1.67

5 -2.85 -1.9 -1.04 -0.67

10 -1.43 -0.93 -0.52 -0.34

20 -0.713 -0.46 -0.26 -0.17

50 -0.285 -0.19 -0.104 -0.067

100 -0.143 -0.093 -0.05 -0.034

200 -0.071 -0.046 -0.026 -0.017

Table 4-3 The pressure and the pressure coefficient that are needed

to bring a bubble to instability. Aa = (P-Pv)/ pu=.

The results imply that an enormous tension (almost one atmosphere) is

required for a one micron bubble but a negligible negative pressure

will bring a 100 micron bubble to instability. Obviouslythe effect

on the cavitation index becomes smaller as the velocity is increased,
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* IV.3.3 Response Time of Bubbles vs Spectra of Fluctuations

The characteristic response time of a bubble can be estimated

from its natural frequency

tB1  w - 2 1  / 4.4FT

Another possibility,as suggested by Arndt and George U1978),is

the ratio between the bubble radius and its asymptotic growth rate:

.=2 YV-

P

This relation can be derived by integrating the Rayleigh-Plesset

equation (Knapp et al (1970)). By substituting the conditions for

instability the following time scale is obtained

B2 R /ii R 1.06 T

Both approaches lead to a time scale of the same order of magni-

tude. Some numerical values are presented in Table 4-4

R(microns) tB [sec] t ,[sec]

1 5.2x70 7  l.2xlO 7

2 l.5xlO 6  3.4xi10-7

5 5.8xi0 6  l.4x10- 6

10 1.6x]0 5  3.9xl0 "6

20 4.6xl0 5 .lxl0 5
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o50 1.8x10 4  4.3x10-5

100 5.2x10 4  1.2x10 4

200 1.5x10 3  3.4x10 4

Table 4-4. Estimated characteristic response time for a bubble.

There is an uncertainty concerning the characteristic frequency of

fluctuations to which a bubble is exposed,since the present measure-

ments (see Chapter 2) are made in a fixed point and the bubble moves

with the fluid. Better data however, is not available and thus, the

characteristic time scale will be estimated from the present pressure

fluctuation measurements. The spectral peaks for the blunt, step,and

hemispherical head form bodies are presented in Figures 3.50-52,

3.56 and 3.65-66, respectively. The corresponding periods are

present in Table 4-5.

u Boundary Layer Turbulent Step Body Blunt
Waves Body[ft/sec] ReD Hemisphere Hemisphere

10 1.6x1O5  1.25xl' 3 sec 3.8xlO-3 sec 7.4xlO' sec 6.lxlO- sec

15 2.3x10 5  5.7 X10 4  2.lxlO -3  4.4x10 3  4xlO 2

20 3.1xlO 5 3.7 xlO 4  1.4xlO -3  3.1xlO- 3  3.0xlO 2

24 3.8x105  3.03xl - 4  lxlO- 3  2xlO 3  2.5xl0 2

Table 4-5 Characteristic period of pressure fluctuations based on

measured spectral peaks.

As is evident from the data in Table 4-5 the characteristic

period of the blunt body is much larger than the results presented

in Table 4-4. The step body time scale is still sufficiently large

for bubbles that are smaller than 100 microns but since its spectra
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(see Figure 3.53, 54,and 55) extend to higher frequencies (to around

2 k Hz - period of 5xl0 4 sec),only 20 micron bubbles will fully

respond to these pressure fluctuations. The characteristic periods

of the hemispherical body,however, and especially those of the boundary

layer instability waves (it was argued before that waves of a similar

frequency must also exist in the step body shear layer), are already

comparable to the natural period of bubbles that are larger than 20

microns. As a resultthe bubbles will not respond "instantaneously"

to these high frequency pressure fluctuations and the required tension

mentioned earlier may be insufficient. Being excited by its natural

frequency,however,forces the bubble into large oscillations as dis-

cussed by Plesset and Prosperetti (1977) and makes the problem of

estimating the favorable conditions for cavitation much more complex.

The present discussion is limited to a narrow range of velocities,

but we can extend the discussion now to a much wider range. It was

argued before (see Chapter 3) that the frequency of these boundary

layer waves can be made dimensionless by defining the Strouhal number

as

fs - const.

u

This relation can be rewritten as

f D Re es

u5 Re const.us R D

For boundary layer flows where the pressure coefficient is not a

function of velocity
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u R
u s  ( - Re es = const.= (l-Cp) ;O ~lt

Thus

fD - const.

This relation means that we may face a different pressure fluctuation

spectraand as a resulta different response of bubbles even for the

same Reynolds number. For example, if we use a body with half the

diameter and run the experiment in twice the velocity we keep the

same Reynolds number but the frequency of fluctuations will be four

times larger. As a result,the bubbles will respond to a smaller

portion of the spectrum.

Similar arguments can be developed for the turbulent section of

the pressure fluctuation spectrum,being dependent on the length of the

separated zone and the free stream velocity (zee the discussion in

Chapter 3). This length scale, however, depends on so many flow para-

meters (such as the step height in a downstream facing step, the

body diameter in blunt bodies, the axial location in the shear layer,

the Reynolds number, etc.) that any detailed discussion will exceed

the scope of the present work.

As for the present range of measurements, the only troublesome

results apply to bubbles larger than 20 microns (radius) and to a small

section of the spectrum. We can proceed now with some confidence that

most of the bubbles do fully react to almost all of the existing

I
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0 pressure changes.

IV.3.4 Rate of Cavitation Events

The information that was provided earlier can assist us in

estimating the rate of cavitation events; that is, the rate at which

the free stream bubbles will be exposed to a sufficiently low pressure

to become unstable. Unfortunately, the present surface pressure

fluctuation measurements do not provide us with the size of negative

peaks in the region of cavitation inception (excluding the hemispherical

body). They do provide us, however, with a measure for the fraction

of time that such peaks do exist. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, there

is a 2:1 ratio between the amplitude of the negative peaks with 0.1

percent and 2.5 percent probability of occurrence. Thus, a reasonable

choice for the fraction of time that a pressure peak occurs is 0.1

percent.

The present observations suggest that cavitation inception occurs

in small sections of the flow field. They are the reattachment zone

on the hemispherical body, the turbulent shear layer mainly just up-

stream of reattachment on the step body,and around x/D = 1 and

0.15 < y/D < 0.25 on the blunt bodies. The flow rate of bubbles in

these sections can be estimated by assuming that the velocity is half

of the free stream velocity, and by using the measured density of

bubbles in the last section of Table 4-2.

Hemispherical body - The width of the mixing layer,6,near the re-

attachment zone is estimated from the spread rate of shear flows (see

the discussion in Chapter 3) to be

"- -- i " "" "
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6 =0.2(xr - Xtr)

The cross section of the free shear layer around the body is

iT(D + *6)6

The flow rate of bubbles through this cross section, Q, is

Q(l) = n(I) * u. • (D + 16)6

where nCR) is the density of bubbles with radii between R and R2 %

lI being the average radius.

Since the pressure peaks exist only for 0.1 percent of the time

QcCO) = 0.001 Q(O)

where Qc is the rate at which bubbles are exposed to pressure peaks

2(~r (Xr-xtr) xr Xtr -
Qc(R) = nD u. n(CR)(l+O.l(-D ))(- ) xlO"4

Since

0 .1 (x r) < 1

Qc (R) = nD2 u. nR)( xl -xtr) xlO 4

Some numerical results are presented in Table 4-6.

R(microns) u (ft/sec) ReD Q ()(Bubbles/sec) Ac requiredD c

0-10 15 2.3x10 5  53 -0.93

10-25 0.96 -0.46

> 25 0.05 -0.19
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* 0-10 20 3.1xi0 5  63 -0.52

10-25 1.2 -0.26

> 25 0.06 -0.10

0-10 25 3.8xi0 5  79 -0.34

10-25 1.4 -0.17

> 25 0.08 -0.07

Table 4-6 Estimated possible rate of cavitation events and the tension re-

quired for the hemispherical body. The values for Aa are

taken from Table 4-3 for 10, 20 and 50 micron bubbles.

These results are of special interest since this is the only case

for which the pressure fluctuations peaks are measured near the

cavitation inception region. The sum of most of the inception indices,

being between 0.45 and 0.56 (Figure 4.30), the pressure coefficient in the

separation zone being -0.56, and the negative pressure fluctuations

peaks being -0.18 (Figure 3.40 and 3.41), is

PI
ai + CPB+ 2 = -0.29L -0.18

Table 4-6 suggests that the required bubble size in a free stream

velocity of 20 and 25 ft/sec is in the range of 10-25 microns (radius)

and that the possible rate of cavitation events in this range is around

one per second. This may be an explanation for the observation that

cavitation is initiated in a single point around the body. A few in-

ception indices are below -0.4 leading to a local peak of -0.34, a

sufficient tension for a 10 micron bubble to become unstable at 25 ft/sec.

sec.
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We can conclude now that the measured pressure field and the bubble

density and size distribution are in agreement with the cavitation in-

ception indices. These estimates confirm the previous observations that

the growth of bubbles from less than 10 micron radius to macroscopic

cavitation can and does occur near the reattachment zone on the hemis-

pherical body. In order to become unstable it is not necessary for the

bubble to be exposed to the low pressure region upstream of the separa-

tion point. This last statement does not exclude the possibility of

cavitation due to the potential pressure field; as a matter of fact,the

travelling bubble cavitation is a result of such a process. The present

estimates do suggest, however, that cavitation inception in the re-

attachment zone can and does occur no matter what the pressure is in

any other section of the flow field.

If we repeat the estimates for the density of bubbles found after

the tunnel pressure is lowered from a = 3.0 (fourth section of Table

4-2),the resulting rate of cavitation events (for 10-25 micron bubbles)

is four, five and six per second for velocities of 15, 20 and 25 ft/sec.

The rate for larger bubbles being 0.45, 0.54 and 0.72,is still less than

one but already within a close range for a possible effect on the

cavitation inception index. One would expect a slightly higher incep-

tion index in such cases, between 0.55 and 0.65. A larger bubble

population may already affect the flow field around the body as noted

by Gates and Acosta (1978) and confirmed by the present observations.

These estimates, by themselves, suggest that the inception Index will

increase even to more than 0.7 in higher velocities,but as noted before,
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more attention should be given to the pressure fluctuations time scales.

Blunt Bodies - The present observations suggest that the charac-

teristic height of the cavitating zone is 0.15 < y/D < 0.25. Thus the

bubble flow rate is:

Q(l) = n(R) • ju • 7(D + 0.2D) • O.lD

and

Qcl) = 6xO "5 iu D2 n(R)

Some numerical results are presented in Tables 4-7 and 4-8 for the one

half and the two inch bodies respectively.

R(microns) u,(ft/sec) ReD Qc ({R)[Bubbles/Sec] Aa required

0-10 15 5.8xi0 4  22 -0.93

10-25 0.4 -0.46

> 25 0.02 -0.19

0-10 20 7.8x104  30 -0.52

10-25 0.54 -0.26

> 25 0.03 -0.10

0-10 25 9.5xlO 4  37 -0.34

10-25 0.67 -0.17

> 25 0.04 -0.07

Table 4-7 Estimated rate of cavitation events and the local tension

required for the one-half inch blunt body. Ac is taken from

Table 4-3 for 10, 20 and 50 micron bubbles.
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R(microns) u,(ft/sec) ReD Qc(R)[Bubbles/Sec] Aa required

0-10 15 2.3x10 S  356 -0.93

10-25 6.5 -0.46

> 25 0.36 -0.19

0-10 20 3.1xlO 5  474 -0.52

10-25 8.6 -0.26

> 25 0.47 -0.10

0-10 25 3.8xi0 5  593 -0.34

10-25 10.8 -0.17

> 25 0.59 -0.07

Table 4-8 Estimated rate of cavitation events and the local tension

required for the two inch blunt body. Aa is taken from

Table 4-3 for 10, 20 and 50 micron bubbles.

Since the estimated rate of cavitation events is proportional to the

square of the body diameter there is a 16:l ratio between the results

obtained for the two bodies. An important observation is the low rate

for the half inch body especially in the range of 10-25 microns. These

results imply that a single bubble becomes unstable once every two

seconds, a time scale that is comparable to the present rate of pressure

reduction in the water tunnel (around 1 psi/sec). Thus, we should not

be surprised that the cavitation inception data for this body show a

considerable scatter (see Figure 4.14). The cavitation rate for the

larger body however is quite large and this result is consistent with

the agreement between the inception and desinence indices (Figures 4.7

and 4.8). The results for the larger bubbles are quite small for both

(
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bodies but are already quite significant for the larger one.

The lack of experimental values of pressure fluctuation peaks in the

cavitation inception zone limits our ability to interpret the present

results. One can estimate the size of these peaks by assuming that

cavitation is initiated from a 20 micron bubble. They are around 1.2

and 1.0 at 20 ft/sec for the two and one-half inch body, respectively.

These results are higher than the 0.85 peaks on the surface of the two

inch body (Figure 3.21) but are already of comparable size. There is

obviously a need for further pressure fluctuation measurements.

Step Body - The width of the mixing layer is estimated from the

spread rate of a free shear layer, and the axial position of cavitation

inception xi is assumed to be the location of the first large positive

peaks of pressure fluctuations (Figures 3.24 to 31). Then

6 = 0.2 (x-i  x tr)

Q(l) = wD6 * - n(R)

Qc R) = ixlO- 4 D u. n('R) xi Dtr )

Some numerical results are presented in Table 4-9.

R(microns) u ,(ft/sec) ReD Qc (-R)[Bubbles/sec) Au required

0-10 15 2.4x10 5  83 -0.93

10-25 1.5 -0.46

> 25 0.08 -0.19

.... -fi
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0-10 20 3.2xi05 85 -0.52

10-25 1.5 -0.26

> 25 0.09 -0.10

0-10 25 4.0xlO 5  96 -0.34

10-25 1.7 -0.17

> 25 0.10 -0.07

Table 4-9 Estimated rate of cavitation events and the local tension

required for the step body. Aa is taken from Table 4-3 for

10, 20 and 50 micron bubbles.

The results indicate that there is a sufficient number of 10-25 micron

bubbles to initiate cavitation. The cavitation indices being 0.95, 1.1

and 1.25 and the average pressure coefficient being -0.65 suggest that

pressure fluctuation peaks of -0.76, -0.71 and -0.77 are required for

free stream velocity of 15, 20 and 25 ft/sec. These values are much

larger than the surface peaks (around -0.23) but as noted before cavita-

tion never starts on the body surface. Since the required peaks are very

close to each other one is tempted to suggest that P'/(0.5pu 2) does not

depend on the Reynolds number and that the increase in a is due to the

reduction in Aa when the velocity is--fn-creased. This is not the case

however,for the present blunt bodies and the collection of inception

indices for sharp edged disks that are presented by Arndt (1981). His

collection shows that the cavitation inception index keeps on growing

to around 3.0 at ReD = 1.6x106 and some measured results exceed even

4.0. These values must be the result of significant dependence of the

pressure fluctuation peaks on the Reynolds number.

(
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IV.3.5 Summary and Comments

The present estimates suggest that the free stream bubble popula-

tion is sufficient to initiate cavitation on the two inch bodies pro-

vided that the corresponding pressure fluctuation peaks exist in the

cavitation inception zone (assuming that the probability of occurrence

of a peak is 0.1 percent).

For the hemispherical body it is shown that all the elements that

are required for cavitation inception exist near the reattachment point.

These elements include a sufficient supply of 10-25 micron (radius)

bubbles, and the corresponding peaks of pressure fluctuations whose fre-

quency is low enough so that these bubbles can fully respond. These

statements are supported by the holographic observations that demonstrate

that the growth of microscale bubbles to macroscopic cavitation can be

confined to the reattachment zone.

As for the rest of the tested bodies, the required pressure peaks

are higher than the present experimental results, suggesting that

cavitation inception cannot occur on the surface of these bodies. These

conclusions are also demonstrated by the holograms.

The possible rate of cavitation events on the half inch body is

relatively low (for bubbles larger than 10 microns radius), and this

result may explain the large scatter in the cavitation inception data.

The role of the free stream velocity in the inception of cavitation

can be expressed by the required tension in the water

CpB + P'/(p 2 = 2 A 4T 1
1 ur)+ "I- ip u .
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PiThus, ai depends on u even if CPB and 2 do not. This dependence

is due to the division by u2 in the right-hand side and due to the depen-

dence of R on the free stream velocity. To clarify this statement we

recall that the rate of cavitation events is expressed as

QC (1) = K u D2 n (R)

where K is a constant that depends on the body shape and the choice of

the duration of the pressure peaks. We require for cavitation inception

that Qc is at least in the order of one. Thus

miKn = Kl

Even if n(-R) is independent of the flow conditions a change in u. or

the body diameter changes the required minimum density, and thus the

corresponding bubble radius. As a result, the choice of R in the ex-

pression for Au depends also on the free stream velocity.

When u. is large,or when there is a sufficient number of bubbles

with radii larger than 100 microns Aa becomes negligible as is usually

assumed in the cavitation literature. This is not the case however,

either for the present measurements, or for most of the size distri-

butions of bubbles in various experimental facilities that are presented

in Figure 1.1.

The Reynolds number dependence of the inception indices on the

bodies with a large separation zone, such as blunt bodies, the sharp

edoed disks, and hydrofoils in large angles of Attack (see

Arakeri and Acosta (1979),Arndt (l98l),and Van Der Meulen (1980)
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* cannot be explained only with the present arguments. This dependence

indicates that P'- the pressure fluctuation peaks -changes with the

Reynolds number. These types of flow fields are discussed in the

next section.

The present estimates differ from those of Schiebe (1969), Gates

and Acosta (1978), and others that were mentioned in the introduction,

who made an attempt to calculate the rate of cavitation events near the

surface of a streamlined body. They used the Rayleigh Plesset equation

and the potential pressure field around the test body in order to pre-

dict the behavior of a bubble as it moves along the surface. Their

estimates, however, do not apply to separated flows where the pressure

fluctuations, the development of a turbulent mixing layer,and the

changes in the potential pressure field due to boundary layer separation

play a dominant role. The present rough estimates are an attempt to

provide similar answers when separated flows are concerned. The

lack of pressure fluctuation data in the inception region prevents us

from carrying out more accurate calculations since we presently do not

know the size of the pressure peaks and their probability of occurrence.

When such information is available one can combine the probability that

the pressure will reach a certain peak with the rest of the information

(dimensions of the inception region and bubble population),instead of

arbitrarily choosing a probability of 0.1 percent.

The last remark concerns the measurements of "cavitation sus-

ceptibility" of water by exposing a sample volume to a low pressure in

the throat of a venturi tube, assuggested by Oldenziel (1979). On the
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one hand,since the bubble population depends mainly on the steady state

conditions we may expect that the water susceptibility will not be

affected by the short passage through the venturi tube (upstream of the

throat). Thus, this instrument provides valuable information about the

bubble population and the required tension for cavitation inception.

On the other hand, one must be cautious to provide the same values of Qc

to both the venturi throat and to the cavitating zone on the tested

body. As one can see, this is not an easy problem.

IV.4 Discussion: The Effect of the Flow Field on Cavitation Inception

IV.4.1 Summary

The relatively large separated zone, the development of a large

eddy structure in the shear layer, and the strong dependence of the

cavitation index on the Reynolds number classify the step and the blunt

bodies in one group. It was demonstrated on the step body that the

inception of cavitation is associated with these shear layer eddies,

and that location of the first cavities on the blunt bodies agrees

with the location of the mixing layer maximum shear stresses. The

axial distance of cavitation inception is located upstream of the re-

attachment region, between x/D = 0.8 and 1.1 on the half inch blunt body

and in two discrete points downstream of transition on the step body.

The dimensions of the separated zone on the hemispherical body are

much smaller, the dependence of the cavitation inception index on the

Reynolds number is weak (not noticed in the present experiments) and the

first signs of cavitation appear near the reattachment zone, but detached

from the surface. These flow field and cavitation phenomena aredifferent

j9
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from the first group of bodies as is also suggested by Arakeri and

Acosta (1979).

IV.4.2 Cavitation and the Shear Layer Eddies

The existence of a coherent eddy structure in free shear layers and

the present cavitation observations suggest that the flow field can be

modeled as a series of vortices. This idea is not new, Kermeen and

Parkin (1957) developed such a model for the pressure field behind a

sharp edged disk,and quite a large body of theoretical and numerical

work has been done since then (see Saffman and Baker (1974)). Moore

and Saffman (1975) suggest that the circulation r around each vortex

can be estimated as

r = Au - x

where Au is the velocity difference across the shear layer and X the

spacing between neighboring eddies. The pressure in a vortex core,Pc,

can be estimated as

PC = P P r ) 2

where rc is the radius of the core.

As a result

P C- P2Pc P ( X) 2

p(Au) c

Thus, any changes in this pressure coefficient must be accompanied with

changes in the ratio X/rc. The existing literature of plane shear flows

(
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(see the discussion in Chapter 3) suggests that both X and the width of

the shear layer (or the slope thickness) grow linearly with the axial

distance from an initial point xo. If we assume that the radius of the

core is proportional to the mixing layer width, then X/rc is independent

of x. Thus, the pressure in the core of all the vortices in the shear

layer must be identical. Moreover, since the spread rate and X show a

little dependence on the Reynolds number,provided that the separating

flow is either laminar or turbulent (see, for example, Hussainand Ledan

(1978)) then the core pressure coefficient is also independent of the

Reynolds number. Kermeen and Parkin (1957) came to the same conclusion

with a slightly different approach. Such a simplified model cannot

explain either the strong Reynolds number dependence of the cavitation

inception index or the reason for the consistent axial 7ocation of the

first cavitating bubbles on the blunt body.

Arndt (1976) modified this model by assuming that the eddy core con-

tains only the fluid that was originally in the boundary layer prior to

separation. Thus, he obtained

2~ s(RED)- ;
rc  c(R ) 2

P -p -u (RED)'

From these relations and from the vortex shedding frequency that was

found by Kermeen and Parkin, Arndt developed an empirical relation

between the cavitation inception index and the Reynolds number. Arndt's
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,1 assumptions however, are questionable. Flow visualization experiments

(see, for example, Winant and Browand (1974) and Freymuth (1965) show

that the entrained fluid and the boundary layer fluid wrap up together

into a spiral. Thus, the assumption that all the boundary layer fluid

is concentrated in a core that does not contain any entrained fluid is

incorrect. Moreover, the width of the mixing region does not depend

on the Reynolds number, at least not to the levels that are suggested

by Arndt (in some works such as Brown and Roshko (1974) this width is

determined by the size of the vortices),and it seems unlikely that the

vortex core does. Finally, according to Moore and Saffman (1974),rc

and X are related because of the velocity that is induced by one vortex

on its neighbors. They estimated this distance and their results are in

agreement with those of Brown and Roshko (1974). Thus, it seems that

the ratio X/rc cannot depend on the Reynolds number.

The preceding argument, the previously mentioned experimental

results of Ota (1975 and 1980)(who did not detect any Reynolds number

effects on the rms values of velocity fluctuations in similar flows), and

the present measurements of surface pressure fluctuations leave us at a

dead end insofar as the vortex model is concerned for cavitation in-

ception. A possible explanation for the dependence of the inception

index on the Reynolds number is an increase in the size of the pres-

sure fluctuation peaks that does not affect the rms values. Such a

behavior can be presently detected only downstream of the reattachment

point on the blunt body (see Figure 3.14 and compare the results in

Figures 3.15 to 3.18). Unlike the 0.1 percent peaks that grow with

the velocity, the corresponding rms values and the 2.5 percent probability
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peaks do not display a similar dependence on the Reynolds number.

There is a need for further exploration of the pressure field inside

the shear layer before making any conclusive statement.
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Fig. 4.1. A photograph of an early stage of cavitation on the two inch
blunt body. ReD= 3.6x10 5 , 1 . 7 0.

9

Fig. 4.2. A photograph of cavitation on the two inch blunt body.
Re D=3.6x lO, =1.60.

t"
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.3. Holojrams of the first microscopic signs of cavitation near
the surface of the two inch blunt body. Re 2.3 x10' , - 1.21. The
"large" sheared bubbles are located at a) x/D= 0.89, y/V)= 0.13;
b) x/D= 0.96, y/D= 0.22.
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Fig. 4.5. Maps of bubble population near the surface of the two-inch
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c) ReD=3.06 x 105, a: 2.56.
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Fiq 4.9. A hologram of cavitation inception on the one-half inch blunt

body. u 21.1 ft/sec, ReD = 8.42 x 10 1.41.

9!

Fig. 4.10. A hologram of cavitation inception on the one-half inch

blunt body. u, = 21.1 ft/sec, ReD=8 .24 x 10', 1 .41.

I
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Fig. 4.11. Probability density histograms of the location of cavitation
inception on the one-half inch blunt body. a) axial location, b) vertical
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Fig. 4.12. A description of the counted sample volumes near the surface
of the one-half inch blunt body.
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Fig. 4.19. A hologram of cavitation inception on the hemispherical body.
Rer 3x 10, - 0.607. The hologram covers the region between
x/ = 0.53 and 0.67. (the flow is from left to right).

Fig. 4.20. A hologram of cavitation inception on the hemispherical body.
Re = 3.77 xI 0, 7=0.630. The hologram covers the region between
x/P= 0.51 and 0.65.
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Fig. 4.21. A sheared free stream bubble above the separation zone of
the hemispherical body. ReD= 3.8x 10 ,  = 0.63. The width of the
screen in 6.9mm and the bubble is located at x/D= 0.55.

9

Fig. 4.22. A hologram of band type cavitation on a heated hemispherical
body. Re 3.3 x 10", , = 0.46. The width of the screen is 6.9mim and
cavitatign separation is at x/D= 0.42.

fAI
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Fig. 4-23. A hologram showing the laminar and cavitation sEparation points
on the hemispherical body. ReD 3.54 x lO', - 0.494. The width of the
screen is 3.25mm and cavitaion separation is at x/D = 0.43.

Fig. 4-24. A hologram of travelling bubble cavitation on the hemispherical
body. ReD = 3.8x lOs, ,= 0.63. The photograph covers the region between
x/D0 0.32 and x/D= 0.46.
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Fig. 4.26. The location of laminar separation point and the distance
between this point and the cavitation separation on the hemispherical
body.
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Fig. 4.27. A description of the counted sample volumes near the surface
of the hemispherical body.
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Fig. 4.32. Bubble ring cavitation on the step body. ReD= 3.60x io,
= 1.10.

Fig. 4.33. Formation of band type cavitation on the step body.
ReD= 3.60 x 1O0 o 0.54.

t



Fiqj. 4.34. inception Cf cavitation on a non heated step body.
Re9  ? . 782 x 10 ,,=1 .07. a) a total view of the cavitatinq oe
b) a(los-up view of part of the reqlion extendinq from 3,5 to 10.5mm1[

behind the step.
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Fig. 4.37. The region near the separation point of the hologram shown
in Fig. 4.36.

I

Fig. 4.38. Inception of cavitation on a non-heated step body.
ReD= 3 .6 2 x 1 0' 1.20.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The present thesis focuses on cavitation phenomena within regions

of separated flows adjacent to axisymmetric bodies. In all of these

flows the separation is laminar followed by a free shear layer transi-

tion and turbulent reattachment. The test bodies and the dimensions of

the associated separated regions differ widely from each other. They

are a hemispherical body, a hemispherical head form with a downstream

facing step at the tangency point,and a flat blunt circular cylinder.

The noncavitating flow and the features of the separated regions around

each of the test bodies was studied by different flow visualization

techniques such as holography and schlieren photography (accomplished by

either heating the bodies slightly or by injection of a denser fluid at

discrete points). Surface distributions of the mean and the fluctuating

pressures were measured over the range of Reynolds numbers available in

the test facility (the Caltech Low Turbulence Water Tunnel). The oc-

currence of several forms of cavitation was noted,and the conditions

for inception and desinence were measured for each of the test bodies.

Several holograms of the water inside of and outside of the separated

regions were recorded just prior and at the onset of cavitation. Re-

construction of these holograms then made possible the quantitative

evaluation of the population of micro bubbles (of diameter 10 micrometer

and larger) in various sections of the flow field. The location and

the nature of the subsequent visible cavitation originating from these

micro bubbles was also determined from these holograms.
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A number of trends and conclusions can be drawn from the measure-

ments and observations concerning the onset of cavitation in separated

flows:

1. The mean pressure coefficient and the dimensions of the

separated region on the blunt body do not depend on the Reynolds number

(at least in the present range of measurements). The dimensions of the

separated bubble on the hemispherical and the step bodies,however, be-

come smaller as the velocity is increased but the mean pressure coef-

ficient inside the separation zone remains unchanged.

2. The maximum rms values of the fluctuating pressure are 19, 7

and 3-5.5 percent of the dynamic head for the blunt,step and hemispherical

bodies, respectively. The peak values that are obtained from the pro-

bability distribution histograms (chosen to be the peaks with a 0.1

percent probability of occurrence) are at least three to four times

larger. The negative peaks are larger than the positive ones in all

the points of measurements excluding the reattachment zone where the

positive peaks exceed the negative ones. These high positive peaks

are originated from the low frequency part of the spectrum and are

probably associated with the motion of the separating stream line.

3. The spectra of pressure fluctuations contain peaks that appear

in the turbulent part of the separated region, the reattachment zone

and part of the flow field downstream. It is suggested that these

spectral peaks are associated with the large eddy structure in the shear

layer (whose existence is also demonstrated by flow visualization).

The Strouhal number based on the length of the separation zone and the
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free stream velocity is equal approximately to 0.56 for all the test

bodies. The spectra of the hemispherical body contain also peaks due

to laminar boundary layer instability waves.

4. The cavitation observations indicate that inception occurs in

the turbulent part of the shear layer downstream of the transition point.

In those cases where the shear layer is sufficiently far from the surface

(the blunt and the step bodies) the inception region is located in the

most developed section of this free shear layer but upstream of the re-

attachment zone. Some of the holograms also suggest that the onset of

cavitation is related to the mixing layer large eddy structure. When

the separation bubble is relatively small (hemispherical body) the

inception region is located close to the reattachment zone but clearly

*detached from the body surface.

5. The sum of the negative pressure peaks and the mean pressure

coefficient on the surface of the blunt and the step bodies do not ex-

plain the presently measured cavitation inception indices. These

results support the observation that the onset of cavitation occurs far

from these bodies surface. The inception indices on the hemispherical

headform, however, are smaller than the absolute value of the surface

minimum pressure. This result also indicates that inception may occur

close to this body surface.

6. The appearance of visible cavities on all the present test

bodies is preceded by the appearance of a cluster of microbubbles in
.

the cavitation inception region. This local increase of bubble popula-

tion does not appear in any other section of the flow field (including
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parts of the separation zone) whose nuclei population remains fairly

uniform. This observation clearly supports the assumption that cavita-

tion is initiated from microscopic free stream nuclei.

7. The rate of cavitation events was roughly estimated on each

of the test bodies by combining the measured bubble population, the

dimensions of the turbulent mixing layer and the available pressure

fluctuations data. This analysis demonstrates that the presently

measured bubble size distribution affects the rate of cavitation events

and the inception indices for the present free stream velocities and

body sizes. The results for the two inch bodies suggest that at least

one bubble with a radius between 10 and 25 micrometers and a large

number of smaller bubbles are exposed every second to a pressure peak

whose probability of occurrence is 0.1 percent. In the hemispherical

body case, the estimates demonstrate that all the required conditions

for cavitation inception are satisfied near the reattachment zone. The

lack of pressure fluctuation data in the inception region of the other

bodies prevents any similar conclusions about them.

The nuclei population in the water tunnel is very sensitive to the

steady state pressure that preceded each of the cavitation tests. The

instantaneous final cavitation index to which the tunnel is brought

during these tests seems to be less important.

8. The cavitation inception indices measured on bodies with a

large separation zone (such as the blunt and the step bodies) depend

on the Reynolds number. The present measurements on these bodies' sur-

face do not provide an explanation for this phenomenon and further
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pressure fluctuations measurements in the inception region (the free

shear layer) are still required.

I |1
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Appendix III-A The Effect of Transducer Size on Pressure Fluctuation

Measurements

The effect of transducer size on the pressure fluctuation measure-

ments was discussed in several sources, especially during analysis of

pressure fluctuations in turbulent boundary layers. Willmarth (1975)

included a chapter which discussed the problem in a review of the

work done in turbulent boundary layers pressure fluctuations. Approxi-

mated calculations of proper correction factors were made by Corcos

(1963). The factors that should be applied to the power spectrum

wrdepend on the dimensionless parameter -, where w is the frequency inu c
rad/sec, r is the radius of the transducer, and uc is the convection

velocity of a disturbance. In order to apply Corcos' calculations to

the present measurements we assume that the convection velocity is

half of free stream velocity. Some correction factors are presented

in Table III-A.l.

f u 10 ft/sec u. = 20 ft/sec

10 Hz 0.97 > 0.97

50 Hz 0.83 0.91

100 Hz 0.70 0.84

200 Hz 0.47 0.7

500 Hz 0.06 0.36

1000 Hz 0.01 0.06

2000 Hz < 0.002 0.01

Table III-A.l Correction factors for pressure fluctuations spectrum

based on Corcos technique.
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Needless to say, these calculations imply that for the hemisphere

measurements the high frequency peak is attenuated by at least two

orders of magnitude, a result that will lead to unbelievable rms values.

Willmarth and Roos (1965) reviewed Corcos' results and compared them

to experimental observations using circular transducers with different

diameters. They came to the conclusion that the assumed universal

dimensionless parameter wr/uc depended on the ratio between the trans-

ducer size and the displacement thickness of the boundary layer. The

condition for the failure of the universal parameter was that

r> 0.1

where A is the wavelength of fluctuations. Since in the present

measurements
0.5 u=

= --F---

then the critical transducer radius above which Corcos' calculations

fail is

r_ fr
3 .5 u; 0.1

If we substitute for r and u. we can see that the critical frequencies

are 120 Hz and 240 Hz for velocities of 10 and 20 ft/sec, respectively.

These results exclude the hemisphere's high frequency peaks completely

from Corcos' calculations, and major portion of the peak associated

with the turbulent flow in the separated zone. The blunt nose spec-

trum that remains within the region where Corcos' technique holds will

not be changed by more than 10 percent in the peak and 20 percent in a
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frequency which is.three times larger. It is clear that the change in

the rms values will be small.

The boundary layer corrections are based on the ratio between the

transducer radius and the displacement thickness that affects the

characteristic wavelength of fluctuations. The length scale in the

present measurements (excluding the Tollmien Schlichting waves) is the

length of the separated zone that obeys the relation

fL = 0.56U"o

or
L

Then the present important parameter, determining the resolution of

the transducer will be r/L. For the step nose measurements

r 0.1 -% 0.16A L

and for the hemisphere

r = 0.11- 0.3

According to Willmarth and Roos,no significant attenuation can be

observed in the spectrum of a turbulent boundary layer up to

*i

f6_0.32

If we assume, according to their results, that the convection velocity

in a turbulent boundary layer is equal to 0.6 u,, then
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= f 1, 67 L- 0. 5

Since their biggest transducer satisfies

r, 0.221

or

r 0,11

then, as long as the wavelength remains within these bounds, the

attenuation in the spectrum will be small. According to Willmarth and

Ross the total loss of rms in the above-mentioned transducer was

around 15 percent mainly due to losses in higher frequencies. However,

one can expect that a more significant attenuation will occur when the

ratio between the transducer radius and the disturbance wavelength

will be larger than 0.11. For example, when r/X = 0.3 corresponding

to f6 /u. = 0.8 (when r/6 = 0.221) Willmarth and Wooldridge (1962)

results show that the response of the transducer is one-third of the

output of a transducer satisfying r/A = 0.08. As a result,one can

expect significant attenuations of pressure fluctuations on the surface

of the hemispherical nose, when the length of the separated zone

becomes shorter (higher velocities). However, the results obtained on

the surface of the step nose seem to be a fairly good representation

of the real pressure fluctuations on its surface.

All the above argumentsapply of course to problems where the

disturbance causing the fluctuations in pressure is convected by the

flow. This argument does not apply to problems where the source of
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t disturbance is stationary, and radiates sound waves to the transducer.

In this case the relation between the transducer diameter and the

frequency of fluctuations is meaningless. Fricke and Stevenson (1968)

provide a comparison between the response of microphones of various

sizes to pressure fluctuations behind a step,. Their results show that

in the upstream part of the separated zone (in the region where the

peak associated with the length of the separated bubble does not exist)

the size of the microphone does not have an effect on the spectrum

even if r/X = 0.2. This suggests that the spectrum contains mainly

radiated waves and the previous analysis does not apply. However,

near the reattachment zone significant differences between microphones

response can be observed in the high frequency part of the spectrum.

This suggests that at least part of the fluctuations are a result of

a convected disturbance. Even these significant differences occur

only when r/X > 0.2 (the values of X are estimated assuming that the

convection velocity is half of the free stream velocity).

The only doubts left concerning the validity of the present

results are the possible attenuations of the pressure fluctuations

on the surface of the hemisphere. We are concerned especially about

the attenuation of the Tollmien Schlichting waves since their fre-

quency is much higher than the turbulent generated fluctuations (see

Figure 3.62). The frequencies vary from 570 to 3200 Hz when the

velocity is changed from 7.7 to 23 ft/sec, corresponding to r/X = 0.62

in the low velocity and 1.16 in the higher speed. Any convected part

of these fluctuations will be largely attenuated and will have a
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9 significant effect on the rms values, This may be the reason for the

difference between the present rms values at low velocities compared to those

at higher speeds. The measurements made by Huang (1975 and 1979)

with a pinhole microphone (r = 0.794 mm) on a much larger hemispherical

nose remain always within the unattenuated region. His rms values

exceed 15 percent, three to five times larger than the present experi-

mental results may be a better representation of the real pressure

fluctuations on the surface of the hemisphere (in spite of the fact

that this is the only source that presents such high rms values of

pressure fluctuations).

Before concluding this appendix,it should be noted that recent

measurements of pressure fluctuations in turbulent boundary layers

revealed the existence of very high frequency fluctuations tsee Willmarth

(1975)) that doubted the previously mentioned rms results. However,

since the frequencies associated are much larger than the character-

istic frequencies of separated flows, and the maximum rms change was

from 0.5 to one percent,these results will not affect the present ones

significantly.


